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Abstract: This paper formalises the security of programmable secure computation focusing on
simplifying security proofs of new algorithms for existing computation frameworks. Security of
the frameworks is usually well established but the security proofs of the algorithms are often more
intuitive than rigorous. This work specifies a transformation from the usual hybrid execution model
to an abstract model that is closer to the intuition. We establish various preconditions that are satisfied
by natural secure computation frameworks and protocols, thus showing that mostly the intuitive
proofs suffice. More elaborate protocols might still need additional proof details.
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Over the years of secure multiparty computation (MPC) research many different
frameworks [1–7] and applications [8–13] have been developed. Among the applications,
some are tailored for a specific framework, others are more general and simply assume
some underlying computation capabilities. Especially, when developing a new application
or algorithm for MPC, it would be best if we had standard notions to use to specify
the requirements (types of functionalities, data types and security assumptions) that the
algorithm has on the MPC frameworks. This would give basis for the applicability of the
algorithm as well as the security proof of the algorithm.
The security proofs and claims of the programmable MPC frameworks are usually
well documented and follow the best practices of universally composable security [14].
Therefore, we are given guarantees that everything from protocol inputs until protocol
outputs remains secure independently of the context where the protocol is being used.
However, the standard set of operations in MPC frameworks is quite small, essentially
supporting linear combinations, multiplication, giving inputs and getting outputs. In
addition, these frameworks are often specified as one monolithic secure functionality, for
example, arithmetic black box (ABB) [15]. ABB is essentially a representation of a secure
computer where you can put values and give computation commands.
It is a separate task to build all other necessary algorithms and building blocks in
order to achieve bigger applications like secure machine learning. Building full-fledged
applications, like the equality check in Algorithm 1, that do not release intermediate values,
is straightforward to model in ABB. In this case, you can give this code as commands to the
ABB that would give out the desired outcome. However, note that instead of the shared
values, the inputs would be private inputs of the participants. If the ABB is secure, then the
output z is computed securely and, for example, if the ABB operates on finite fields, then
this protocol is also correct. Formally, there is no good way to add primitive operations
inside the ABB as there is no access to the internal representation of the intermediate data.
Whenever a new operation is added, we should formally prove the security of the whole
ABB. Still, ABB is the best abstraction to define quite generic new primitives for secure
computation, for real-world uses see [16,17].
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Many algorithms can be sped up by releasing intermediate values. For example,
consider the sorting algorithm in Algorithm 2 where the comparison result b is published
in the middle of the algorithm and elements are ordered based on this. The value b can
be seen as given out from the ABB and then a new command can be given to reorder the
values as necessary. In addition, there is no way in ABB to actually return the intermediate
representation of the secure values [[k]] and [[m]]. Therefore, the effect of such a protocol is
such that there are intermediate representations of m and k inside the ABB but the order
and its use is defined by the follow up commands sent to the ABB. In this case, the security
of the ABB is not necessarily sufficient to give security guarantees. Additional reasoning
must be carried out, as the published values and actions based on them happen outside of
the ABB.
Algorithm 1 Equality Check
Input: Two shared values [[ x ]] and [[y]]
Output: 0 if x = y, non-zero value otherwise
Generate a shared random non-zero value [[r ]].
Compute [[z]] = ([[ x ]] − [[y]]) · [[r ]].
Publish [[z]] as z.
return z
Our view of secure computation adds an explicit way to consider such choices and
published values as well as to consider each operation such as comparison or addition
individually, not just as one functionality. In short, our goal is to define an abstract execution
environment for secure protocols where the only details that are relevant for the security
analysis are necessary. These details are those that can be easily seen from algorithms
written down in pseudocode like our two examples. One considers secure values [[ x ]],
different computations can be carried out with them and a special focus is on the published
values x. For example, if some comparison-based sorting algorithm is defined similarly to
Algorithm 2, then special care should be taken to analyse what the published values can
leak. For example, they may leak something about the number of equal values in the input.
Algorithm 2 Two-element Comparison-Based Sorting
Input: Two shared values [[ x ]] and [[y]]
Output: Return fresh shares of x and y so that larger is the first
Shuffle [[ x ]] and [[y]] to learn [[k ]], [[m]] where {m, k } = { x, y}.
Compute private comparison [[b]] = [[k]] ≥ [[m]], where b = 1 if k ≥ m.
Publish [[b]] as b.
return [[k]], [[m]] if b = 1 else [[m]], [[k ]]
From the viewpoint of building secure computation algorithms, it is easier to think of
secure functionalities for individual protocols, like addition, multiplication, comparison,
equality checks or bit decomposition. Essentially, if we had such small secure protocols then
any algorithm described as using them could immediately be implemented in any concrete
instantiations of these protocols while the composition theorem guarantees the security of
the algorithm. Therefore, we have a conflict of interest between the frameworks that are
specified as secure computational units versus the algorithm development that benefits
from considering primitive operations of the computational unit individually. Either the
security proofs of the concrete algorithms are very generic and refer more to intuition
(e.g., that only published values should be analysed) or the algorithm is proven secure with
respect to some fixed MPC framework, e.g., [18–20]. In the first case, we lose the rigour
and good security definitions given by detailed security proofs. In the second, we are not
exploring the full setting where this algorithm could be applicable and the proofs should
be done again when implemented with different basic primitives and protection schemes.
Studying the separate arithmetic protocols as individual secure components is fairly
straightforward for the cases of passive security that operate without private setup pa-
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rameters. For example, earlier protocol development [21–23] focused their proofs on a
fixed representation of the secure values and simply stated that the protocols are more
generally applicable in practice. However, for frameworks using private setup parameters
like shared keys in their operation, the monolithic functionality is a natural and nicer choice.
Essentially, the monolithic functionality allows hiding the setup inside the protocol and
using common flavours of composable security. If we would like to consider monolithic
functionalities by their components, then we would need to take the joint state of the
components into account. This could be achieved, for example, by using the joint-state UC
framework [24] for the security proofs.
If we use a secure computation functionality as a starting point for defining a new
algorithm, then we can base the algorithm on the ideal functionality of the framework.
Therefore, the proof of the algorithm is in a hybrid model assuming interactions with the
specification of the underlying computation functionality. The resulting hybrid model is
usually still more complex than desired. A malicious adversary could possibly change the
scheduling of subprotocols, create unplanned subprotocol instances, alter intermediate
values or cause significant local computations. Most proofs first analyse the security in
the abstract setting where shares are treated as non-malleable secure storage and focus on
analysing only the values that are explicitly revealed.
We rigorously formalise the abstract execution model and study under which conditions the abstract and the full hybrid model are equivalent. We first establish the foundations of specifying secure computation environments and the security of both their
computation protocols and secure storage in Section 2. We call the combination of the
storage and the protocols the secure protection domain. Second, we study how to extend
the protection domain with a new protocol. Third, we show how such security proofs
can be done in an abstract setting when making some natural assumptions about the
protection domain and the protocol. In doing this, we formalise the intuition that in most
algorithms only the values that are public or malleable need proper discussion in a security
proof. The abstract model and all relevant conditions are derived in Section 3. We specify
the abstract model in a sequence of steps that each simplify some aspect of the hybrid
model. In Section 4, we summarise the abstract execution model as well as the conditions
under which it can be used. In addition, we explore why these conditions are satisfied
by most programmable secure computation frameworks and primitive protocols. For
protection domains, we specify the properties that have to be met in order for the storage
to be secure and flexible enough to allow secure computation. In addition, we define a
canonical form for reasonable functionalities defining the primitive operations for secure
computation. Essentially, we assume that all functionalities are such that their output
depends on the input values and not on the format of the protection. The storage allows for
some homomorphic modifications but does not reveal information about the stored values.
We also study the properties of the secure computation protocols that can realise these
functionalities. Overall, we note that as long as some parties in the computation remain
honest, they should also have control over which computations can be executed with the
private values. Therefore, the adversarial actions are quite limited as long as the protocols
are able to deal with malformed inputs and have reasonable semantics.
2. Materials and Methods
Modelling MPC protocols as asynchronous distributed system requires many lowlevel details that cannot be neglected in the definitions and proofs. We define a visual
representation for the reactive simulatability framework (RSIM) [25–27] to visualise the
main insight and sketch how the arguments can be fleshed out to complete proofs. RSIM
is one formalisation for composable security, thus showing security according to their
definitions guarantees security in overall contexts where the protocol might be used.
In this section, we describe the RSIM framework and our visual notation for it. Second,
we discuss general privacy definitions based on observational equivalence and different
models for security and composition. Third, we establish the meta theorem showing what
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we have to prove in the following to establish that the proofs in the abstract model are
sufficient for the security in the hybrid execution model. Finally, we describe the secure
protection domains and the core assumptions that we make regarding them and their
execution environments.
2.1. Asynchronous Systems and Visual Notation
This section describes the core of the RSIM model for adaptive adversaries where
a system is described by a fixed set of machines, for more details see in [25–27]. An
asynchronous distributed system in RSIM consists of machines that we denote as boxes
and communication buffers denoted by bullets. All machines communicate with outside
world through ports. We denote input ports as white () and output ports as grey (
).
Standard buffers have three ports: input, output and clocking. In our notation, these
ports are never drawn, as they are always used to connect ports of the machines. Instead,
we denote a buffer as an arrow with a bullet (−→
•◦ ). We extend this model by adding buffers
which leak information to the machine that clocks it. These can be used to ensure that
the adversary learns some meta information about the messages, such as the subprotocol
instance that receives the message. For visual clarity, we omit these details and use an
arrow with a dotted bullet (−→
•◦· ) for the leaky buffer. We use a dedicated notation for
sender-clocked (•
◦−→) and receiver-clocked (−→•
◦) buffers and omit port squares if they

are deducible from context. By default all buffers are clocked by the adversary. The notation
is illustrated in Figure 1. A message written to the input port of a buffer is appended to
an internal queue of messages q1 , . . . , qn . A leaky buffer also has a corresponding queue
of leaks `1 , . . . , `n that is kept in sync. Leaks can be fetched using a dedicated port, thus
the clocking machine must have at least one input port to receive the leakage. The full
construction of it can be found in Appendix A. An input i ∈ Z to standard clocking port
causes qi to be removed from the queue and written to the output port. An empty output e
is written to the output if the input is out of range.
sender-clocked-buffer
clocking-buffer
B1

receiver-clocked-buffer
C-clocked-leaky-buffer

B2

C
Figure 1. Notation for machines B1 and B2 communicating through various buffers with C clocking
the leaky buffer.

Input–output behaviour of a machine is determined by a state update function
δ : S × I → S × O , where S is the state space and I is the product of the domains of
all input ports and O is the product of the domains of all output ports including clocking
ports. All domains must contain an empty output e. A machine can clock at most one
buffer and thus only one clocking output can be non-empty. Execution rules also assure
that one and only one input is non-empty when the machine is invoked except the main
scheduler that can be invoked with empty inputs. As a result, a machine can clock only a
single sender-clocked buffer and leaks cannot reach the clocker without explicit polling.
One machine is declared as the master scheduler that manages all undefined execution
timings. In our setting, this machine is always either the adversary or the simulator. At
the start of computations, the master scheduler is invoked. The scheduler will write to
its output ports and clocks one buffer to start the chain of state transformations. When a
machine writes a message to an output port, it is absorbed by the buffer and control goes
back to the machine. When a message is written to a clocking port, the corresponding
buffer releases a specified message and the control goes to the receiver. When a machine
stops execution without clocking anything, the control goes to the master scheduler. The
execution stops when the master scheduler reaches an end state and becomes inactive.
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A collection C is a finite set of machines and buffers. It is closed if all its buffers
are connected to ports and vice versa. A free connector is a connector that has one end
attached to a buffer in a collection while the other end is not attached to any machine in
the collection. Similarly, a free port is a port that belongs to a machine in a collection and is
not connected to any buffer. An extended collection does not have free ports and a reduced
collection does not have free connectors.
Collections C1 and C2 have matching interfaces if collections can be merged by joining
free port and connector pairs while respecting restrictions posed by destination labels
as well as ensuring there are no two ports expecting the same connection. Let the shorthand C1 hC2 i denote the resulting collection. Notation emphasises that C2 is a distributed
subroutine that matches structural restrictions posed by C1 h·i calling it out. We also use
a shorthand C1 hC2 , C3 i for C1 hC2 hC3 ii to emphasise that C1 h·i is the outer environment
although the concept is inherently symmetric. In this setting, the interface of C2 can be partitioned into two sets according to the target collection. We refer to these as sub-interfaces.
We visualise the interface of an extended collection as a dashed border surrounding
its machines and buffers. Free connectors must reach a right port type on a border. For
clarity, we label these interface ports by the names of their host machine, e.g., which buffers
must be connected to the adversary A or environment Env.
2.2. Security through Observational Equivalence
Collections C1 and C2 have identical interfaces if there exists a one-to-one mapping
between interface elements that respects port types and destination labels. A distinguisher
Dh·i is a reduced collection that has a matching interface and has a dedicated machine
D∗ with two end states 0 and 1. Let DhCi i denote the end state of D∗ when the collection
stops. Then, the strongest equivalence form known as perfect observational equivalence
C1 ≡ C2 , which means that Pr[DhC1 i = 1] = Pr[DhC2 i = 1] for any valid distinguisher Dh·i.
Perfect observational equivalence indicates that C1 and C2 realise the same functionality
modulo implementation details that are encapsulated by the collection border. Perfect
observational equivalence is unattainable for cryptographic constructions as the security
inherently emerges from the asymmetry between honest and corrupted parties.
Let Π be a collection that models a protocol. Then, the interface naturally splits
into two sub-interfaces. A service interface specifies how to call out the protocol. An
adversarial interface exposes protocol weaknesses to the adversary. The set of adversaries
A is compatible with Π and Env if EnvhΠ, Ai is a well-defined and closed collection for
any A ∈ A. Note that the definition allows collections EnvhΠ, Ai where Env and A are
communicating. Similarly we can define a set of compatible environments E.
Definition 1 (Security). Let Π1 and Π2 be collections with an identical service interface and let E
be the set of compatible environments. Let A1 , A2 be the set of compatible adversaries. Then, Π1 is
as secure as Π2 if there exists a function ρ : A1 → A2 such that EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡ EnvhΠ2 , ρ(A1 )i
for all A1 ∈ A1 , Env ∈ E.
Let Π1 ≥ Π2 denote that Π1 is as secure as Π2 . The notation is justified as the relation is
reflexive and transitive for appropriate sets of adversaries. The corresponding equivalence
relation Π1 ≡ Π2 ⇔ Π1 ≥ Π2 ∧ Π2 ≥ Π1 captures protocols with similar security
properties. Maximal elements over the relation identify maximally secure protocols, also
known as ideal implementations.
This definition allows us to specify a wide spectrum of security definitions [28–31].
We can consider only nonuniform polynomial adversaries or different corruption models,
for example, choose between static vs adaptive adversary, or semi-honest vs. active security [32,33]. The protocol Π2 determines the set of unavoidable attacks. By tweaking the
implementation of Π2 , we can model fairness [34,35], selective failure (abort) [36,37] and
security against covert adversaries [38]. The exact definition of plausible environments
determines how and where the protocol can be used securely. Restrictions on the correspondence ρ define various flavours of black-box [39] and white-box security [40,41] or
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specify tightness requirements like polynomial and superpolynomial simulation [42,43].
Restrictions to A1 and A2 usually fix the model of corruption while constraints on E place
restrictions on the protocol scheduling.
Theorem 1 (Secure two-system composition). Assume that we have three collections Πe , Π1 ,
Π2 such that collections Πe hΠ1 i and Πe hΠ2 i are well-defined and have an identical service
interface. Let E be the subset of compatible environments and let ψ : E → E∗ be a natural
construction ψ(Env) = Envo hΠe i. Then, the construction φ : A1 → A2 proves that Π1 ≥ Π2 for
the set of environments E∗ is also a proof for Πe hΠ1 i ≥ Πe hΠ2 i for the set of environments E.
The theorem is particularly useful when the set of plausible environments and adversaries is closed, i.e., E = E∗ and A1 = A2 . As security is commonly defined against
nonuniform polynomial-time adversaries the second constraint is trivially satisfied. The
first constraint is satisfied when environments consist of all sequential compositions of
poly-time subprotocols. The resulting sequential composition theorems [29,30,44] play a
central role in cryptography. Alternatively, we can consider the set of all concurrent compositions of poly-time subprotocols. The resulting security notion is known as universal
composability (UC) and has many flavours [14,25,45–50] which differ in minor details.
Most formalisations assume that machines and connections between them remain unaltered
during the execution while Canetti’s second formalisation of universal composability [51]
allows dynamic reconfiguration of the environment. We consider an extension of the RSIM
model [25,27] which has leaky buffers for proper modelling of secure communication
channels. The resulting adaptive-adversary RSIM is very close to the simplified version
of UC (SUC) that was defined to characterise MPC protocols [52]. Our formalisation of
MPC in RSIM gives us more flexibility to split protocols into components to modularise
the proofs and transformations.
2.3. Soundness and Completeness Theorems
Our main contribution is a description of an abstract execution model which hides
all irrelevant technical details while the security proof in this model remains sound and
complete. That is, a proof in the abstract model exists if and only if it exists in the original
execution model. In other words, the abstract model is both sound and complete and,
therefore, a suitable replacement for the hybrid execution model. Here, soundness means
that a proof in the abstract setting means that there is also a proof in the original execution
model. Completeness, on the other hand, specifies that if there is a proof in the original
model, then there is also a proof in the abstract model.
Let Π1 and Π2 be the protocols of interest, and let Π1∗ and Π2∗ be their counterparts in
the abstract execution model. Let E and E∗ denote the set of environments for original and
abstract execution models. Let A1 , A2 and A1∗ , A2∗ denote the set of plausible adversaries.
To show that security proofs in the abstract model are sound and complete, we define three
explicit constructions and their semi-inverses
ψ : E → E∗
ψ ∗ : E∗ → E

φ1 : A1 → A1∗

φ1∗ : A1∗ → A1

φ2 : A2 → A2∗

φ2∗ : A2∗ → A2

(1)

which satisfy the following three pairs of equivalence relations

∀Env ∈ E : ∀A1 ∈ A1 : EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡ ψ(Env)hΠ1∗ , φ1 (A1 )i
∀Env∗ ∈ E∗ : ∀A1∗ ∈ A1∗ : Env∗ hΠ1∗ , A1∗ i ≡ ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ1 , φ1∗ (A1∗ )i

∀Env ∈ E : ∀A2 ∈ A2 : EnvhΠ2 , A2 i ≡ ψ(Env)hΠ2∗ , φ2 (A2 )i
∀Env∗ ∈ E∗ : ∀A2∗ ∈ A2∗ : Env∗ hΠ2∗ , A2∗ i ≡ ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ2 , φ2∗ (A2∗ )i

∀Env ∈ E : ∀A2 ∈ A2 : EnvhΠ2 , A2 i ≡ ψ∗ (ψ(Env))hΠ2 , A2 i
∀Env∗ ∈ E∗ : ∀A2∗ ∈ A2∗ : Env∗ hΠ2∗ , A2∗ i ≡ ψ(ψ∗ (Env∗ ))hΠ2 , A2 i .

(2)
(3)
(4)
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Note that constructions (1) together with equivalence relations (2)–(4) define a commutative square in Figure 2 with the equivalence guarantees for individual elements where
for brevity pairs Env∗ , Env, A1 , A1∗ and A2 , A2∗ are defined through up or down arrows depending on the direction of traversal. As a result, the existence of ρ implies the existence of
ρ∗ , and vice versa.

E∗ × A∗1

1E∗ ×ρ∗

E∗ × A∗2

≡≡≡

EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡≡≡ EnvhΠ2 , A2 i
≡≡≡

E × A2
ψ ∗ ×φ∗
2

1E ×ρ

ψ×φ2

ψ ∗ ×φ∗
1

ψ×φ1

E × A1

Env∗ hΠ∗1 , A∗1 i ≡≡≡ Env∗ hΠ∗2 , A∗2 i

Figure 2. Equivalence guarantees and their relations to ρ and ρ∗ .

Theorem 2. Let ψ : E → E∗ , φ1 : A1 → A1∗ and φ2 : A2 → A2∗ be constructions with semiinverses ψ∗ , φ1∗ , φ2∗ that satisfy the equivalence relations (2)–(4). Then, Π1 ≥ Π2 for environments
E if and only if Π1∗ ≥ Π2∗ for environments E∗ .
Proof. For the proof, we simply trace the equivalence square depicted in Figure 2.
S OUNDNESS. Assume that there exists ρ∗ : A1∗ → A2∗ such that
Env∗ hΠ1∗ , A1∗ i ≡ Env∗ hΠ2∗ , A2∗ i

(5)

The equivalence relations (2)–(5) assure that
EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡ ψ(Env)hΠ1∗ , φ1 (A1 )i

ψ(Env)hΠ1∗ , φ1 (A1 )i ≡ ψ(Env)hΠ2∗ , ρ∗ (φ1 (A1 ))i

ψ(Env)hΠ2∗ , ρ∗ (φ1 (A1 ))i ≡ ψ∗ (ψ(Env))hΠ2 , φ2∗ (ρ∗ (φ1 (A1 )))i

ψ∗ (ψ(Env))hΠ2 , φ2∗ (ρ∗ (φ1 (A1 )))i ≡ EnvhΠ2 , φ2∗ (ρ∗ (φ1 (A1 )))i .

The claim follows as we can define ρ = φ2∗ ◦ ρ∗ ◦ φ1 and the transitivity of equivalence
relation proves the equivalence EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡ EnvhΠ2 , ρ(A1 )i.
C OMPLETENESS Assume that there exists ρ : A1 → A2 such that
EnvhΠ1 , A1 i ≡ EnvhΠ2 , A2 i

(6)

The equivalence relations (2)–(4) and (6) assure that
Env∗ hΠ1∗ , A1∗ i ≡ ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ1 , φ1∗ (A1∗ )i

ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ1 , φ1∗ (A1∗ )i ≡ ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ2 , ρ(φ1∗ (A1∗ ))i

ψ∗ (Env∗ )hΠ2 , ρ(φ1∗ (A1∗ ))i ≡ ψ(ψ∗ (Env∗ ))hΠ2∗ , φ2 (ρ(φ1∗ (A1∗ )))i

ψ(ψ∗ (Env∗ ))hΠ2∗ , φ2 (ρ(φ1∗ (A1∗ )))i ≡ Env∗ hΠ2∗ , φ2 (ρ(φ1∗ (A1∗ )))i .

The claim follows as we can define ρ∗ = φ2 ◦ ρ ◦ φ1∗ and the transitivity of equivalence
relation proves Env∗ hΠ1∗ , A1∗ i ≡ Env∗ hΠ2∗ , ρ∗ (A1∗ )i.
In many cases, the security definitions limit the resource consumption of the parties,
e.g., the adversaries are polynomial, in such cases ψ, φ, ρ have to keep these restrictions.
We apply this theorem to show that we can hide the vast majority of technical details when
analysing the security of a compound protocol. We split the construction into four major
blocks. In Section 3.1, we show that certain attack techniques do not help the adversary
when the protocol Π satisfies natural requirements to message scheduling. Thus, we can
consider only a subset of adversaries, i.e., we partition A1 and A2 and choose a canonical
representative for each class. As a result, the environment remains the same during the
abstraction and φ1∗ : A1∗ → A1 , φ2∗ : A2∗ → A2 are also identity functions.
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In Section 3.2, we separate state from protocol participants and replace message passing with a shared memory. Again the environment remains the same but now A1∗ 6⊆ A1
and A2∗ 6⊆ A2 . As a result, we need to explicitly define φ1∗ and φ2∗ . In Section 3.3, we expose
the internals of ideal functionalities to further simplify the memory model and remove the
share representation. We again explicitly define φ1∗ and φ2∗ . In Section 3.4, we define the
abstract model by simplifying the environment to a simple representative class of environments. Fortunately, we can define ψ and ψ∗ so that observational equivalence guarantees

∀Env ∈ E :
∀Env∗ ∈ E∗ :

ψ∗ (ψ(Env)) ≡ Env

ψ(ψ∗ (Env∗ )) ≡ Env∗

hold and the last pair of equivalence relations (4) follows directly.
2.4. Programmable Multiparty Computation
Most platforms for multiparty computations, see, e.g., in [1,2,4], consist of a secure
storage and a system of primitive protocols operating on top of the storage. As a result,
one can safely combine primitive instructions to implement any algorithm, thus we call
such frameworks programmable. In this section, we formalise building blocks and show
how one can extend existing secure computation instruction set with new primitives. Our
work falls into a long list of MPC formalisations [14,25,29,52–54] where we are focused on
specifying programmable secure computation. First, we discuss the storage properties,
then we formalise two flavours of computations of the secure computation engine and
define protection domains as our abstraction of a secure computation framework. For
protection domains, we discuss their security and the natural conditions for environments
and adversaries that we expect in our following security analysis.
2.4.1. Security of Distributed Storage Domains
A modular design of multiparty computation protocols requires the ability to store
intermediate values. A secure storage can be built on top of different primitives, such as
secret sharing, encryption, commitments, trusted hardware or a combination of different
schemes. We develop the formalism for secret sharing, however, the abstract description
for storing and retrieving values is universal. A secure storage domain δ is defined by two
algorithms Sδ and Rδ which can use parameters from shared setup F4 . A machine Sδ
distributes an input x ∈ Xδ into shares. A machine Rδ converts shares back to the original
value or returns a special failure symbol ⊥. Throughout the paper, we explicitly assume
that the behaviour of Sδ and Rδ does not depend on previous queries.
An adversarial structure Aδ defines which subsets of parties can be corrupted without
losing security properties. We define privacy and integrity properties for secure storage
through observational equivalence. Our definitions are generalisations of privacy and recoverability of secret sharing schemes [55] and are tailored toward the concrete application
of secret sharing as a storage domain.
Intuitively, a storage is hiding if no information about the stored value leaks from
shares captured by the adversary. However, there are three subtle issues: First, the outcomes
of Sδ and Rδ could leak information about private parameters or other shared values.
Second, in security proofs we often want to simulate shares for some values and use the
remaining shares without changes. Third, we need to specify what happens when the
adversary corrupts more parties than expected. Formally, we define the hiding property
through two collections B0 and B1 that have identical layout, see Figure 3a. Machines
L and L∗ are for storing values and the corresponding shares. The state of L is a onedimensional array s. The state of L∗ consists of a two-dimensional array s∗ for shares and
a one-dimensional array b that specifies how the shares will be generated.
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F4

F4

Sδ

F4

F4

Rδ

Sδ

L∗

L

F4

Rδ
L∗

L

Sδ∗
A

F4

Eδ
A

A

A

A

A

(a) Hiding property.
(b) Modification awareness and limited control.
Figure 3. Configurations defining security properties of a storage domain.

An adversary A can adaptively specify the values of s[`] and b[`], but each location
can only be set once. The adversary A can also read and write shares s∗ [`k , ik ] of corrupted
parties Pik . A static adversary must send the list of corrupted parties to L∗ before any
value is shared while an adaptive adversary can issue corruption calls at any moment.
When s∗ [`, i ] is queried and the location is uninitialised, L∗ initiates an update cycle. The
machine L∗ always asks L to share the value s[`] using Sδ in collection B0 . In collection
B1 , the value s[`] is shared only if b[`] = 0. If b[`] = 1, then L∗ asks a share simulator
Sδ∗ to create the share s∗ [`, i ]. A share simulator Sδ∗ is an efficient and potentially stateful
machine, which can query values s[`] from L only after the set of corrupted parties does
not belong into Aδ . Finally, A can place a reconstruction order for s∗ [`]. The machine L∗
sends s∗ [`] to Rδ if b[`] = 0. Otherwise, L∗ first asks L to share the value s[`] and then
forwards the shares to Rδ . In both cases Rδ sends the output back to A.
Definition 2 (Hiding storage). A storage domain δ is perfectly hiding if no adversary can
distinguish configurations B0 and B1 . A storage domain δ is hiding for A if the advantage is
negligible for any adversary from A.
Many secret sharing schemes do not use private setup parameters. As a result,
different sharings are independent from each other and it is sufficient to prove simulatability
of a single sharing. In case of adaptive corruption, the secret sharing scheme must be
efficiently patchable [56] as the simulator must progressively disclose shares of an unknown
value. The existence of trusted setup F4 allows to achieve integrity even for honest
minority. However, now different shares are correlated with each other due to shared
setup parameters and we cannot reduce hiding to simpler security notions. In this case, we
assume that Sδ∗ uses the setup parameters of the corrupted parties.
Note that the hiding property does not guarantee privacy throughout the entire period
of computations. Instead, each storage domain can define Aδ to specify which parties can
be corrupted while still maintaining privacy. For instance, the adversary who corrupts Pi
learns its local state which is a separate trivial storage domain. Values in the public domain
become visible as soon as the adversary corrupts some participant.
As the adversary can always change shares under its control, security of a compound
protocol relies on the integrity of stored values. Robust secret sharing guarantees that
values cannot be altered while verifiable secret sharing allows to detect corrupted values.
Modification awareness for a storage domain δ is defined through an efficient extractor
machine Eδ and an efficient operation δ . Let x = ( x1 , . . . , xn ) be the original secret sharing
where xi is the share of Pi , and let x̂ = ( x̂1 , . . . , x̂n ) be its adversarial modification and A
the set of corrupted parties. Then, the extractor gets ( xi )i∈ A , ( x̂i )i∈ A together with the setup
parameters of A as an input and has to output a difference ∆ such that Rδ ( x) δ ∆ = Rδ ( x0 ).
We denote reconstruction failures by ⊥ and we expect that the modification operator is
such that a δ ⊥ = ⊥ and ⊥ δ a = ⊥ for any a in the value domain. Modification function
generalises the observation that in many MPC protocols adversarial modifications result in
additive changes to the value [57].
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Intuitively, a storage domain is modification aware if there exists a good extractor
machine Eδ which cannot be fooled by an adversary. The success of an adversary is defined
through a collection B3 that also contains machines L and L∗ , see Figure 3b. A twodimensional array s∗ forms the entire state of L∗ . As before, an adversary A can adaptively
specify the values of s[`] but each value can be set only once. The adversary A has the
power to corrupt parties and read and modify the shares of corrupted parties by interacting
with Eδ . The extractor Eδ just forwards communication between A and L. Queries to
uninitialised locations s∗ [`] lead to the same update cycle as in B0 , i.e., Sδ generates shares
from s[`]. During a share update query Eδ additionally computes the difference ∆ and
sends a pair `, ∆ to L. As a response, L updates the value s[`] = s[`] δ ∆ and gives control
back to Eδ . Each sharing in L∗ can be updated by A at most once. The limit on modifications
attempts eliminates trivial attacks where the adversary first invalidates its shares and then
changes them back to original values. For many storage schemes this causes Eδ to fail as
Eδ is stateless and has no knowledge of the previous modification or share values, thus it
has to assume that ⊥ δ ∆ = ⊥ for any ∆. The adversary A can also place reconstruction
orders for s∗ [`]. Given such an order L∗ sends s∗ [`] to Rδ who sends the output back to
A. The adversary A wins the game if the outcome of Rδ differs from s[`] and the set of
corrupted parties is in Aδ .
Definition 3 (Modification awareness). A storage domain δ is modification aware against a
class of adversaries A if the advantage against the modification game is negligible for any A ∈ A.
For robust secret sharing, the extractor Eδ always outputs the neutral element of the
modification operator because the adversary cannot affect the shared value. Local storage
is robust by definition as the adversary cannot alter local state before corrupting the party
and after corruption the definition poses no restrictions to modifications. Extractor Eδ for
verifiable secret sharing can output ⊥ or the neutral element because the adversary can
either invalidate the shared value or create a different sharing of the same value. Therefore,
for most cases the potential changes to the value are quite limited.
On the other hand, modification awareness does not guarantee that the adversary can
efficiently find a share modification for any potential change ∆ of the value. A two-way
extractor Eδ can handle such requests. The success of an adversary against the two-way
extractor Eδ is defined through a collection B4 that has the same layout as B3 in Figure 3b.
An adversary A can adaptively initialise and update the values of s[`]. For the update, A
has to provide ∆ to L. As a response L sets s[`] = s[`] δ ∆, sends `, ∆ to Eδ . Given `, ∆
from L, the extractor Eδ first fetches ( xi )i∈ A from L∗ and computes new shares ( x̂i )i∈ A for
the corrupted parties such that Rδ ( x) δ ∆ = Rδ ( x̂). Finally, Eδ sends ( x̂i )i∈ A to L∗ and
returns the control to L. L returns control to A. The rest of the collection specification is
identical to B3 . As before, A must issue a reconstruction order for a location s∗ [`] at the
end of the game. The adversary breaks the two-way extractor if the outcome of Rδ differs
from s[`] and the set of corrupted parties A is in Aδ .
Definition 4 (Limited control). A class of adversaries has a limited control over a storage domain
δ if the advantage in the collection B4 is negligible for any adversary from the class.
2.4.2. Canonical Description of Ideal Functionalities
An idealised computation F p can be formalised in many different ways. We consider
a decomposable functionality working on the data representation of the given protection
domain and using the setup from the protection domain. In general, inputs and outputs of
an ideal functionality F p may belong to several storage domains, e.g., some of them may
be secret shared while the others are local variables. The entire computational process can
be split into rounds where each round consists of three phases: reconstruction, computation and sharing as in Figure 4. Machines S and R are functionalities for sharing and
reconstruction which internally execute functionalities Sδ and Rδ of individual storage
domains and F4 is a combined setup procedure. Machine TR gathers inputs and interacts
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with R to reconstruct the values. These values are passed to F p∗ that evaluates a stateful
function and sends outputs to TS together with a storage domain for each output. TS
interacts with S to share outputs. If the reconstruction fails then F p∗ also outputs ⊥ and
the storage domain has to have a way to generate shares of ⊥. Most notably, there must be
a canonical way to create shares of ⊥ for verifiable secret sharing. Note that it is always
possible to define functionalities that ignore some input and where such condition may not
be necessary. However, if the input is used in the computation of the functionality then a
malformed input can only result in a malformed output, otherwise the functionality leaks
information or introduces selective failures. The adversary A can interact with F p through
TR and TS . Machines TR and TS can coordinate their actions through a receiver-clocked
buffer between TR and TS . Note that S , R and TR all receive setup parameters, however
there is an important distinction that we expect only S and R to get the private parameters
of different parties and TR only learns any public parameters. The latter is necessary to
correctly define F p∗ because public parameters might, for example, specify the modulus for
all computations.
F4

F4

F4

F4
Fp

I1
TR

I2

R

F̂p

Ru

TR
Fp∗

Fp∗
S

TS

I1

I2
A

I1
I2

TS

I1
I2
A

Su

A

A

(b) F̂ p with separated machines Ru and Su for reconstruction
(a) F p .
and sharing.
Figure 4. Internal structure of a two-party functionalities.

The corruption mode for F p is defined through a communication between TR , TS
and A. All responses to A must be computable from the inputs and outputs of the protocol
instance and the setup parameters received by F p . For robust protocols, A is disconnected
from F p . For fair protocols, A can send only abort signals to TS but gets no information
from F p . For protocols without fairness the adversary could see corrupted parties outputs
before deciding to abort. After abort, all parties get shares of ⊥ as output. Protocol instances
inside F p are distinguished by instance tags sent by protocol participants Ii . All protocol
instances are run concurrently and independently.
Definition 5 (Canonical ideal functionality). An ideal functionality F p has a standard corruption mode if all outputs are generated by S and the adversary cannot learn anything about the shares
of honest parties other than revealed by the published values. Functionality F p is in canonical
form if it is a collection of TR , R, F p∗ , TS and S with the internal structure specified above, has a
standard corruption mode, and always outputs ⊥ if any input is ⊥.
2.4.3. Canonical Description of Local Functionalities
Ideal functionalities define operations computed together with other parties. Each
party may also perform local operations with their shares. In principle, all kinds of local
operations are possible. However, usually the storage domain defines a set of meaningful
operations where the local operations are also meaningful operations on the shared values.
For example, local linear operations are possible for linear sharing schemes. By definition,
the output share of the local functionality depends only on the input shares of this party
and, therefore, local functionalities cannot be described as canonical ideal functionalities.
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Definition 6 (Meaningful local operation). A local operation Gq implements a function gq if
for any input (y1 , . . . , yt ) = gq ( x1 , . . . , xs ) where x1 , . . . , xs are the values reconstructed from the
input shares of Gq and y1 , . . . , yt are the values reconstructed from the output shares of Gq .
In the following, we represent local operations as G1 , . . . , G g where each Gq is a collection of machines {Gq,j } j∈Jq implementing local operations carried out by parties in
Jq . We assume that each local operation consist of a single round. More complex local
computations can be implemented as a series of local computations.
2.4.4. Security of Protection Domains
A protection domain consists of storage domains and computation protocols Π1 , . . . , Πk .
For instance, a secure computation engine in the Arithmetic Black-Box model [15] is a
specific protection domain with no explicit access to the stored values. Protection domain
is also a refinement of a standard MPC deployment model [11] which divides participants
into input, result and computing parties.
Let F1 , . . . , Fk be the canonical ideal functionalities that the protection domain should
implement. We will simplify the ideal functionalities by joining their sharing and reconstruction components. More formally, let Ru be a machine that has k port pairs for
reconstruction. A query to p-th pair is sent internally to R that is part of the ideal functionality F p and the reply is routed back to the corresponding output port. Let Su be analogous
extension of the machine S . Note that Ru and Su have only a single port pair for F4 . Let
F̂ p be a collection we obtain by removing components R and S from F p as depicted in
Figure 4b. Then, the ideal functionality for the protection domain is defined through a
collection F̂1 , . . . , F̂k , Ru , Su where F̂ p only use public parameters. Let the corresponding
extended collection be denoted as F pd . The collection F1 , . . . , F p is observationally equivalent to F pd provided that the trusted setup F4 sends the same input parameters for all
F1 , . . . , F k .
Definition 7. A protection domain has modular representation if collections F4 hF pd i and
F4 hF1 , . . . , Fk i are observationally equivalent.
As a next step we need to specify the class of reasonable environments. A typical
compound protocol in an MPC platform take shares as input and produces shares as
output. The latter causes subtle issues. Note that a universally composable protocol must
remain secure even if the adversary knows all inputs, while a verifiable secret sharing
could be secure only if the adversary knows only a limited set of inputs. Consequently,
universal composability is unachievable as the adversary can alter shared values without
detection. However, these protocols do not run in a generic environment, and therefore we
should also study their security in a more restricted setting where we separate the outside
environment and the other computations that happen in the protection domain. This allows
us to make reasonable assumptions about the visibility of the output shares. In the most
general case, the best we can achieve if we have any shared setup, is joint-state universal
composability [24] while joint-state sequential composition is the absolute minimum.
We define the set of plausible environments through a cartesian product {F4 } ×
Eo × P where F4 is the trusted setup and P specifies all plausible compound protocols Πe
and Eo environments Envo in which Πe might be executed. The inner environment Πe h·i
specifies computations done in the MPC framework while Envo h·i is an outer environment
representing the rest of the world in which the compound protocol should preserve security.
Definition 8. A list of protocols Π1 , . . . , Πk with a shared setup F4 is secure protection domain if F4 hΠe hΠ1 , . . . , Πk ii ≥ F4 hΠe hF pd ii for any Πe ∈ P and Envo ∈ Eo provided that
Envo hF4 hΠe hΠ1 , . . . , Πk ii, Ai is a well-defined closed collection.
The signature of a protection domain (E, P, F1 , . . . , Fk ) determines what can be computed with the protection domain and what restrictions must be met to preserve security.
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The actual security guarantees are specified in terms of plausible adversaries A1 and A2
which depend on the environment. Each protection domain also specifies an adversary
structure Aδ which lists all sets of parties that the adversary can corrupt if we want to
keep security guarantees. The adversary structure is limited by the secure storage domains
of the protection domain and the security properties of the individual protocols in the
protection domain. The corruption mode specifies the type of tolerated adversaries ranging
from static semi-honest to adaptive malicious adversaries.
2.4.5. Secure Extension of Protection Domains
To modularise proofs, a protection domain is often defined through a minimal set
of protocols Π1 , . . . , Πk that implement ideal functionalities F1 , . . . , Fk . After that each
new primitive F0 is added by defining a protocol ΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i and proving its security.
To establish basic security, we need to prove F4 hΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk ii ≥ F4 hF0 i. Such proofs
usually follow the two phase strategy where one proves

F4 hΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk ii ≥ F4 hΠhF pd ii ≥ F4 hF0 i .
The first step follows directly from the security definition of a protection domain.
Thus, the main bulk of the proof must be carried out in the hybrid execution model where
real protocol implementations are replaced with F1 , . . . , Fk .
To show validity of the extension, we must analyse the extended protection domain
ΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i, Π1 , . . . , Πk when using the ideal implementation F pd . For that we have to
analyse compound protocols Πe hΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i, Π1 , . . . , Πk i. It is easy to restructure these
compound protocols into observationally equivalent collections Π∗∗ hΠ1 , . . . , Πk , Π1 , . . . , Πk i.
For example, Π∗∗ can be obtained by joining Pi and Pi∗ on Figure 5. Formally, the list of
protocols Π1 , . . . , Πk , Π1 , . . . , Πk may not be a secure protection domain as each protocol
occurs twice. It is easy to see that a secure protection domain is securely extendable provided
that each protocol instance is independent of the other instances of the same protocol. The
next theorem describes under which conditions the second proof stage can be generalised.
F4
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P2∗

Π1
P1

F4

F4

F1

Π2

P1∗

F4

P1∗

P1

P2

P2∗

F2

P2
Π2

A

A

A

A

(a) Πe hΠhΠ1 , Π2 i, Π1 , Π2 i.
(b) ΠhF1 , F2 i.
Figure 5. Protection domain extension with protocols and ideal functionalities where Πe is carried out by Pi∗ and Π is
carried out by Pi .

Definition 9. Protocols Π1 , . . . , Πk with shared setup F4 are a securely extendable protection
domain if the list of protocols Π1 , Π1 , . . . , Πk , Πk with F4 is also a secure protection domain.
Theorem 3. Let Π1 , . . . , Πk be a securely extendable protection domain with a shared setup F4 .
Let ΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i be as secure as an ideal functionality F0 . Then, ΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i, Π1 , . . . , Πk
is a secure protection domain for compound protocols P provided that ΠhF1 , . . . , Fk i is a secure
protection domain for the set of compound protocols P∗ = {Πe hF1 , . . . , Fk ih·i : Πe ∈ P}.
Proof. Let us fix a target signature (E, P, F0 , . . . , Fk ) for the extended domain, and
let Πe h·i ∈ P be a compound protocol. Let A1 be the set of adversaries against
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Πe hΠhΠ1 , . . . , Πk i, Π1 , . . . , Πk i. As we can restructure the compound protocol into observationally equivalent form Π∗∗ hΠ1 , . . . , Πk , Π1 , . . . , Πk i, we can replace all protocols
with ideal implementations and we need to show

F4 hΠe hΠhF1 , . . . , Fk i, F1 , . . . , Fk ii ≥ F4 hΠe hF0 , . . . , Fk ii
for environments E and adversaries A2 . By pushing F1 , . . . , Fk into Πe we obtain a compound protocol Πe hF1 , . . . , Fk ih·i ∈ P∗ that interfaces only with ΠhF1 , . . . , Fk i, A ∈ A2
and Envo ∈ Eo . Indeed, the construction just removes interface boundaries between Πe and
Fi , and nothing else changes. By the assumptions Πe hF1 , . . . , Fk ih·i is a valid compound
protocol for ΠhF1 , . . . , Fk i and thus over the environments E

F4 hΠe hF1 , . . . , Fk ihΠhF1 , . . . , Fk iii ≥ F4 hΠe hF1 , . . . , Fk ihF0 ii .
The latter completes the proof as we can push F1 , . . . , Fk out of the compound protocol
to obtain Πe hF0 , F1 , . . . , Fk i.
In other words, it is sufficient to analyse the security of ΠhF1 , . . . , Fk i against adversaries A2 implicitly defined by the definition of securely extendable protection domains
with respect to compound protocols P∗ and environments E.
2.4.6. Restrictions to Environments and Adversaries
It is usually impossible to prove F4 hΠe hΠ1 , . . . , Πk ii ≥ F4 hF i for canonical F if Πe
leaks the joint state to the environment Envo . In particular, no shares can pass the service
interface between Envo and Πe nor can Πe send outputs that depend on the private setup
parameters. We can force this constraint structurally by including dedicated protocols
into the protection domain which allow parties to securely share and reconstruct values,
i.e., they are are equivalent to securely applying Su and Ru to inputs and outputs.
Let us consider the inner environment Πe that shares the state with Π. Note that the
inner environment Πe can carry out the same actions as the protocol Π, thus we prefer this
notation to clearly distinguish it from Env that represents also the rest of the world and all
actions possible there. In the following, Env compatible with Π means Envo hΠe i that is
the full environment against the protocol Π. Due to nesting, the same physical entity is
represented by different machines in different collections, such as Pi∗ and Pi in Figure 5.
In principle, a protocol participant can communicate with many machines from the inner
environment Πe . However, simple physical considerations suggest that each protocol node
Pi should have only one parent node Pi∗ that provides inputs to Pi and receives its outputs.
By duplicating protocols we can always reach a configuration where Pi communicates only
with a single parent node Pi∗ . We consider only such inner environments P that satisfy this
restriction. In addition, we assume that the state of Pi is such that it allows to restore all
computations that have occurred before it was corrupted (e.g., inputs and random choices
are stored).
Definition 10 (Generic adversary). We call the class of adversaries against a protocol Π and the
inner environment Πe generic if the only restrictions on the adversary are the port compatibility
with the protocol Π, the inner environment Πe and the environment Envo .
A real-world adversary corrupts physical hardware or administrators, thus it is natural
to assume that it will corrupt all machines hosted by it. Therefore, we assume that either all
machines representing a party are corrupted or none are. Sometimes many logical protocol
participants are represented by one physical party and in such cases it is also reasonable to
assume that they are also all corrupted together.
Definition 11 (Coherent adversary). A coherent adversary always corrupts Pi and Pi∗ simultaneously, i.e., A sends a corruption call to Pi immediately after Pi∗ responds to a corruption call, or
vice versa.
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Lemma 1. Any generic adversary can be extended to a coherent adversary provided that adversary
structures for Πe and Π are compatible.
3. Results
In this section, we show the required transformations from the hybrid protocol to the
abstract execution model. We show that any hybrid protocol satisfying some conditions can
be translated to the abstract setting and vice versa. Therefore, we fulfil the requirements of
Theorem 2 by defining the ψ, φ1 , φ2 and their semi-inverses and showing that the protocol
designer only has to define ρ in the abstract execution model. We consider the protocol Π as
a subprotocol of Πe representing the rest of the computations in the protection domain and
the outer environment Env using and controlling the protection domain. The combination
of Πe and Env forms the class EΠ of environments against this protocol Π.
We define the transformation to the abstract model in small steps in order to make
it clear where the different conditions come from and to make it easier to argue the
correctness of these transformations. In Section 3.1, we show that it is sufficient to limit
adversarial capabilities. In Section 3.2, we modify the protocol description and adversary
to use a shared memory and limit adversarial actions to only modifications of real protocol
messages. In Section 3.3, we show how to remove share representation and only give the
adversary the access allowed by the limited control property of the storage domain. Finally,
in Section 3.4 we arrive at the abstract execution model.
3.1. Minimal Requirements to Message Scheduling
In the following, we show that under certain natural restrictions about the protocol
Π the adversaries ability to influence the execution is rather limited. All attacks can
be accomplished by only modifying the state of corrupted parties while keeping them
running. This is the first substantial step towards abstract model, as these attacks preserve
the structure of computations. In term of the soundness theorem we define a universal
construction φlazy that achieves

∀Π ∈ P : ∀Env ∈ EΠ : ∀A ∈ AΠ,Env :

EnvhΠ, Ai ≡ EnvhΠ, φlazy (A)i

(7)

where P is the set of protocols that use F0 , . . . , Fk and EΠ is the set of environments where
the protocol Π is intended to run, meaning they contain the outer environment Env and
the inner environment Πe . The main result in shown in Theorem 4.
3.1.1. Basics of Protocol Execution
The formal description of a participant of Π is quite complicated, as it must be able to
execute several instances of the protocol in parallel and correctly handle corruption queries
from the adversary A. To simplify matters, we represent the participant Pi as a collection
of two machines Ii and Zi , where Ii interprets the original protocol without modifications
and Zi models the effects of corruption by switching communication between the adversary
A and other machines.
The corresponding collection is depicted in Figure 6 together with the numbering of
port pairs and machine names connecting to them. The zeroth port pair between Ii and
Zi is for communicating with the adversary. Next k port pairs between Ii and Zi are for
calling out subprotocols. The last port pair between Zi and Ii is for communicating with
the inner environment Πe . All these ports are directly matched with port-pairs between
Zi and the corresponding external machines. Note that all our buffers come in pairs, thus
−
+
we also use the shorthand b+
p , b p to specify the pair, where b p is outgoing from Pi and
b−
p is incoming to the party. This notation can be enhanced with additional indices if it is
important to consider many parties or ideal functionalities at once.
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Figure 6. Internal structure of a two-party protocol Π calling out two protocols F1 and F2 .

When Zi is in the honest state it mediates communication between the matching ports.
Every time Zi receives a message, it writes the respective message and also clocks the
messages to Ii . When receiving a message from Ii it also gives control back to Ii after
writing the message to the output port. When Zi is corrupted, then A can order Zi to write
a message to any of its output ports and all messages arriving to the input ports of Zi are
forwarded to A. Additionally, A can issue a special R EVEAL message to Ii to receive the
internal state of Ii . Each message sent between Pi and F p is a triple (t1 , t2 , m) where t1
specifies the instance of the protocol Π and t2 the instance of the sub-protocol called by
Ii . Similarly, a message sent between Pi and Πe is triple (t1 , t2 , m) where t2 specifies the
instance of the protocol Π and t1 the instance of Πe calling it.
3.1.2. Tight Message Scheduling
The structure of subprotocols Π1 , . . . , Πk determines what the adversary can do with
ingoing and outgoing messages. For example, consider a protocol where Pi submits
several inputs x1 , x2 , . . . , x` without any reply from F p . Then, the adversary can trivially
reorder inputs by delaying messages. Although sequence numbers can be added to fix the
intended order of messages, we still cannot guarantee the arrival of xi . Only a reply to Pi
after the `-th input stops the flow of inputs which the adversary can reorder. Therefore,
sending x1 , . . . , x` one-by-one has no theoretical benefit over a single message ( x1 , . . . , x` ).
In practice one could still stream these as individual messages but it does not affect the
theoretical communication model. The same argument invalidates the utility of piecewise
release of outputs. As a result, neither Pi nor F p should send a new message before they
get a reply from their respondent. A reply in a protocol fixes time-point in a protocol after
which an input or an output is committed and can not be changed.
A protocol might include a party without consent by sending outputs Pi before it
has sent inputs. In practical protocol constructions, we always know when Pi is going to
participate in a protocol, and thus we can always assume that all parties provide an input
before receiving any outputs. The following definition summarises minimal requirements
for protocol constructions to be secure against network delays. Communication patterns of
such protocols may still depend on inputs or outputs. For example, a party can submit an
unbounded number of inputs that depend on previous replies.
Definition 12 (Tight message scheduling). An ideal functionality F p has a tight message
scheduling if Pi and F p cannot send two consecutive messages to their recipients. Additionally,
Pi must send the first message before receiving anything from F p and both F p and Pi must know
when the other stops sending messages for a given protocol instance.
3.1.3. Robustness against Malformed Inputs
As a corrupted party can arbitrarily deviate from a protocol specification, we must
relate its messages with the state progression in the honest protocol run. For that we show
that a corrupted party can always run the interpreter honestly and deliver all messages
from ideal functionalities to the interpreter instantly.
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Definition 13 (Semi-simplistic adversary). An adversary is semi-simplistic if it fulfils the
following conditions for corrupted Pi .

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

−
The adversary clocks any outgoing buffer b+
p and any incoming buffer b p connected to an
−
honest party only when all incoming buffers b p connected to corrupted parties are empty.
Upon receiving a message from Zi that comes from Πe , F1 , . . . , Fk , the adversary immediately
orders Zi to forward it to Ii without changes.
The adversary can send arbitrary messages to Πe , F1 , . . . , Fk on behalf of Pi .
The adversary can fetch the state of Ii .
The adversary gives no other orders to Zi .

Conditions (a)–(b) formalise instant message delivery which preserves the order of
messages: if Pi receives m1 before m2 then Ii must receive m1 before m2 . Furthermore,
corrupted parties receive messages earlier than honest parties. Conditions (c)–(e) guarantee
that the adversary can not directly manipulate the state of Ii , thus Ii is running honestly.
Lemma 2. For any adversary, A, there exists an equivalent semi-simplistic adversary A∗ . The
overhead in computational complexity can be arbitrary.
Proof. A DVERSARIAL BEHAVIOUR . When a party, Pi , is not corrupted A∗ just does whatever A does. Whenever A corrupts Pi , the new adversary A∗ also corrupts Pi and sends
the R EVEAL message to get the internal state of Ii . After that, A∗ can internally simulate
the interpreter by initialising it with the state. Let Ii∗ denote the corresponding virtual
interpreter. Whenever A∗ gets an incoming message destined to the interpreter, it forwards
it to Ii without changes. If Ii sends back a reply, A∗ deletes it. If Ii does not send a reply,
then control still goes to A∗ when Ii stops. After that, A∗ passes the original message to A.
Whenever A wants to send a message to Ii , A∗ sends it to Ii∗ . If Ii∗ sends back a reply, A∗
forwards it to A. If A wants to send a message to other parties A∗ forwards it to Zi . As a
result, all incoming messages reach Ii without changes and right after being received by
Zi while the A∗ sends out exactly the same messages as A.
M ODIFIED CLOCKING . To guarantee that A∗ can always empty a buffer b−
p , we must
do another modification. First, the adversary A∗ can keep the buffer b−
empty
by
clocking
p
it immediately when F p writes to it for corrupted Pi . This fulfils the conditions (a)–(b).
The timing of Ii might change but we only need to preserve the behaviour of A. For that,
A∗ stores the messages and internally simulates buffers b−
p to A.
C OMPLEXITY. The overhead in the computational complexity consists of copying and
running the interpreter. The state of the Ii must be copied and its further actions as Ii must
be simulated. Simulated interpretation comes with at most a polynomial slowdown as
the state is of polynomial size. As incoming messages of Ii are potentially altered by the
actions of A, the interpreter Ii is not guaranteed to terminate. Therefore, we can give no
overhead bound in this construction. Nevertheless, A∗ is semi-simplistic.
Adversarial actions may lead to unexpected inputs, thus the interpreter Ii is not
guaranteed to terminate. Overall, there are three possibilities to overload the interpreter.
First, they may get unexpected messages from ideal functionalities or the environment.
The interpreter should be able to ignore such messages. Second, the adversary might be
able to trick the environment or an ideal functionality to send overly long inputs to the
interpreter. These attacks are harmless as long as the interpreter knows the maximal input
length and ignores the rest. Third, the adversary might trick the interpreter to do expensive
local computations. This is a serious concern unless the amount of local computations
is bounded.
Definition 14 (Robustness against malformed inputs). A protocol is robust against malformed
inputs if the running time of the interpreter is polynomial for all semi-simplistic adversaries.
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Corollary 1. If a protocol is robust against malformed inputs, then semi-simplistic and generic
adversaries are equivalent to each other.
Proof. The robustness guarantees that the construction introduced in Lemma 2 has a
polynomial overhead. Each time A∗ invokes Ii , it is guaranteed to stop and pass the control
back to A∗ . As the number of times A∗ invokes Ii is bounded by the running time of A, the
total running time of Ii can be only polynomial times bigger than the running time of A. In
addition, any semi-simplistic adversary is also a generic adversary.
3.1.4. Security against Rushed Execution
A semi-simplistic adversary may create messages that are dropped by recipients as
they are not ready to process them. Let a tuple (i, p, t1 , t2 →) denote the event where Ii
writes a message (t1 , t2 , m) to the output port p, and let (i, p, t1 , t2 , ←) denote the event
where the recipient F p writes a reply (t1 , t2 , m) to its output port. Note that for semisimplistic adversaries the interpreters are always running honestly.
Definition 15 (Input and output signature). Let the input signature for a particular round
of computations in canonical ideal functionality (Definition 5) F p be the set of parties that must
provide inputs before TR forwards recovered inputs to F p∗ , and let the output signature be the set of
parties that receive output shares from TS .
Definition 16. We say that a round of computation is rushed if the ideal functionality F p executes
the computation before some interpreter Ii in the input signature has computed its input to this
round. A protocol is secure against rushed execution for the set of environments E if no semisimplistic adversary from the class of adversaries A can rush a round of computation.
The explicit limitations on the set of adversaries is necessary, as there may be a gap
between protocols that unbounded adversaries can rush vs. polynomial time adversaries.
Usually, one considers only polynomial-time adversaries. Security against rushing allows
us to avoid situations where semi-simplistic adversaries desynchronise a protocol by
sending out messages (t1 , t2 , m) way earlier than the event (i, p, t1 , t2 , →) takes place.
Definition 17 (Lazy adversary). A semi-simplistic adversary is lazy if it always waits for
(i, p, t1 , t2 , →) signal from Ii to clock a message (t1 , t2 , m) out of the buffer b+
p and it always clocks
at most one message with right tags per signal.
Lemma 3. Assume that ideal functionalities F1 , . . . , Fk and protocol Π have tight scheduling. If
a protocol Π is secure against rushed execution, then semi-simplistic adversary can be converted to
equivalent lazy semi-simplistic adversary.
Proof. Assume that all ideal functionalities have unlimited buffering. Let A∗ be a modified
adversary that internally runs the original adversary A and monitors what messages are
written to outgoing buffers and when they are clocked. This allows A∗ to catch all events
where A tries to clock a message (t1 , t2 , m) out of a buffer b+
p before the interpreter Ii has
produced the event (i, p, t1 , t2 , →). For these events, A∗ catches the clocking signal and
forwards it as soon as the event (i, p, t1 , t2 , →) occurs. Note that thanks to tight scheduling
the tags t1 , t2 and the port uniquely determine the buffer and the message of the protocol
and it is clear which message can be clocked.
Such delays have no effect on execution. If nobody submits its input after the event
(i, p, t1 , t2 , →), then we have a prohibited a rushing event. As we have security against
rushing, TR still waits for inputs when A∗ clocks (t1 , t2 , m). If A∗ never clocks a message,
then the event (i, p, t1 , t2 , →) never occurs, and thus security against rushing guarantees
that the corresponding round of computation is never completed or this party was not in
the input signature. Consequently, the overall execution does not change.
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In the general case, F p might keep (t1 , t2 , m) after a delay while its dropped in the
original run. The reverse is not possible as no messages can take the place of delayed
(t1 , t2 , m) because tightness ensures Pi has only one outstanding message for instance t2 of
F p . As A∗ knows all messages sent and received by F p , tight message scheduling guarantees that A∗ knows which rounds of computations are completed or pending. Therefore, A∗
can efficiently compute whether a message will be dropped or not. Thus, we can always
convert A to the lazy adversary that never clocks a message that is dropped.
Note that the the communication between Π and Πe is similar, except that Π is in
the role of the F p (with tight scheduling), and we can only convert the adversary to lazy
clocking if Πe is secure against rushing. Otherwise, for a coherent adversary, we know
that adversary can only create messages to the buffers between the corrupted party in
Π and Πe . Therefore, delays can affect only corrupted buffers and without lessening of
generality we can assume that instead the adversary could perform the follow up actions
of the corrupted party in Πe without really clocking this message.
Theorem 4. If a protocol is robust against malformed inputs and is secure against rushed execution,
then lazy semi-simplistic and generic adversaries are equivalent to each other.
Proof. From Corollary 1, we know that generic adversaries are equivalent with semisimplistic adversaries. Lemma 3 proves that any semi-simplistic adversary can be transformed to a lazy semi-simplistic adversary. In turn, each lazy semi-simplistic adversary is
also a semi-simplistic adversary.
Theorem 5 (Characterisation of rushing). A semi-simplistic adversary can rush a round of
computation π for a functionality with tight scheduling only if one of the following holds for a
corrupted Pi in the input signature.

(a)
(b)
(c)

The round π is not in the program code of the interpreter Ii .
The interpreter Ii needs an input from Πe to submit an input to π.
The interpreter Ii needs an output from a round of computation π 0 to submit an input to π
and π 0 is executed concurrently or after π.

Proof. Let a party Pi be in the input signature of a rushed round of computation π such
that its interpreter Ii computes the input for the round after π is completed and let b+
p
be the corresponding outgoing buffer. As TR does not proceed without the input from
Pi , the input had to be present in b+
p . For honest parties, only Ii can create such inputs.
Consequently, Pi must have been corrupted before the input to π was clocked.
There are two options why the interpreter Ii cannot produce input before this clocking
event. First, the program code of Ii never computes inputs for π, i.e., π is not scheduled.
Second, Ii must be waiting for a message m to arrive through some incoming buffer bq−
before it can compute the input to π. For semi-simplistic adversaries, the buffer bq− is
always emptied before clocking of b+
p . Thus, the input m must be created by another round
of computation π 0 or inputs from Πe that is still incomplete.
The possibility of (b) can be eliminated by the design of Π or Πe . We can include
Byzantine agreements in Π to make sure that no honest party starts π before necessary
inputs are received from Πe , or we can restrict Πe to give inputs in a manner that all parties
who execute π receive inputs in one go. Let F0 be the canonical ideal functionality for
Π. Then, we can analyse if the adversary can rush F0 in EnvhF4 hF0 , F1 , . . . , Fk ii using
Theorem 5. If rushing is impossible, then all corrupted parties in round π are guaranteed
to get input from Πe before executing π and we need to exclude only possibilities of
(a) and (c).
The majority of all multiparty computation protocols operate with values that are
secret shared among all participants. Consequently, no computation round can be rushed
if the protocol consists of sequential execution of subprotocols and some party is honest. In
particular, if a protocol description is symmetric for all parties and input functionalities are
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also symmetric, then dependencies between rounds of computation are the same for all
parties and no round is computed without the inputs from honest parties.
3.2. Shared Memory and Simplistic Adversaries
Lazy semi-simplistic adversaries are quite restricted, as they clock messages to F p
according to protocol specification. Still, they can send out more messages than are finally
clocked. We define a shared memory model where such attacks can be carried out by
modifying a limited set of memory locations and call this the simplistic adversary. In more
formal terms, we define a ./-operator that acts on protocols and their components together
∗ that achieves
with a universal construction φ./ and its semi-inverse φ./
lazy

∀Π ∈ P : ∀Env ∈ EΠ : ∀A ∈ AΠ,Env :

∀Π ∈ P : ∀Env ∈ EΠ : ∀A ∈ A./
Π,Env :

EnvhΠ, Ai ≡ EnvhΠ./ , φ./ (A)i

∗
EnvhΠ./ , A./ i ≡ EnvhΠ, φ./
(A./ )i

(8)
(9)

where P is the set of protocols satisfying the above restrictions which use F0 , . . . , Fk in
black-box way and EΠ is the set of compatible environments. The first part constructing
the memory model and simplistic adversary are shown in Theorems 6 and 7 through a
-operator. This is extended to memory alignment in Theorem 8.
3.2.1. Interpreter Specification
The changes to the memory model alter the interpreters as well as the communication
patterns. The interpreter Ii in Π is a universal random access machine with two special
communication instructions D MA C ALL and S END. All instances of Ii share a program p.
The internal state of Ii is a three-dimensional array s[t, δ, `] where t specifies a protocol
instance, δ a storage domain and ` a memory location. A protocol instance t can access
only its slice s[t, ·, ·]. Initially, the state s is empty and there are no active protocol instances.
Πe launches a new protocol instance by sending a special triple denoted as I NIT (t1 , t2 , δ, m)
to Ii . Upon initialisation, Ii launches a new protocol instance t2 with the input m of type δ
and stores t1 as the instance of the parent protocol.
An instruction D MA C ALL (t, p, α, β) initiates a query–response round where the vector
α = ((δ1 , `1 ), . . . , (δu , `u )) specifies the memory locations to be assembled into a tuple m
and β = ((δ10 , `10 ), . . . , (δv0 , `0v )) specifies to which locations the elements of a response tuple
m0 are stored. The respondent and its protocol instance is fixed by the port number p and
the instance tag t. The instruction is not complete until the response comes. An instruction
S END (t, p, α) initiates analogous communication without response.
Tags t1 and t2 encode the instance of a caller and a callee in all triplets (t1 , t2 , m).
Therefore, the outcome of D MA C ALL and S END instructions depends on the port p. As
ports 1, . . . , k are meant for subprotocols, outgoing messages must be in the form (t1 , t2 , m)
where t1 is the current protocol instance and t2 fixes the instance of a subprotocol.
The remaining instructions formalise a type safe memory manipulation and conditional jumps. Conditional jumps in the program can occur only on public or local variables.
A special local storage domain is used for storing the state of the instruction interpreter
including program counters and memory locations of incomplete D MA C ALL instructions.
This state can be quite complex for interpreter types that concurrently execute several
protocol instructions.
Definition 18. A program p is well-formed if the following holds.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Each memory location s[t, δ, `] can be assigned only once.
No instruction can read a memory location before it is initialised.
A new message with tag (t1 , t2 ) is never written to the output port p to Πe before reading a
message with tag (t1 , t2 ) from the input port p from Πe .
For instructions D MA C ALL (t, p, α, β) and S END (t, p, α), no other program instruction can
read memory locations in the vector α and write the memory location β.
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Note that after the location α has been used as an input to some ideal functionality,
only F and A are allowed to read it and only F writes the return location β. For conceptual
clarity and brevity, we consider only well-formed programs. Well-formedness is largely a
property of the concrete implementation of the protocol, hence we may also address it as
the protocol with well-formed implementation.
3.2.2. Shared Memory Model for Communication
Replacing message passing with shared memory allows us to merge individual states
of interpreters into consolidated memory and limits the adversary to only work with mes is a collection of parts of interpreters
sages sent by Ii . Let Ii be a stateless interpreter, Fio
that deal with protocol inputs and outputs, and Mi is a memory machine for storing the
 to make some follow-up steps of the transformation
internal state of Ii . We introduce Fio

clearer later on. Fio contains the input–output modules of each interpreter in the protocol.
 gives an input to I then it writes it to memory and clocks the notification to I .
When Fio
i
i
 receives output from I  then it reads it from memory, writes it to buffer to Π
When Fio
e
i
and gives control back to Ii . Let F1 , . . . , Fk be modified ideal functionalities with access
to the shared memory M1 , . . . , Mk as depicted in Figure 7.
F4

F4

Πouter

F4

F4


Fio

F2

I1

I2
F1

M1

M2
Z1
A

Z2
A

Figure 7. Decomposed interpreters for protocol

A

Π

A

calling out protocols F1 and F2 .

The memory Mi stores the state of Ii as a three-dimensional array s. Each buffer
pair can be used to access and modify s. Given an input F ETCH (t, δ, `), Mi returns
(t, s[t, δ, `]). Given an input S ET (t, δ, `, m), Mi updates the state by setting s[t, δ, `] = m
and replies O K (t). For convenience, there are also commands for block reads and writes.
The communication between Ii and F p goes through the exchange of memory locations.
The interpreter Ii translates D MA C ALL (t2 , p, α, β) into a message (t1 , t2 , α, β), where t1 is
the caller instance, α specifies the locations of message components and β locations for

the reply. Send instructions are translated into triples (t1 , t2 , α). A recipient F p or Fio

queries Mi to assemble the message m and processes the resulting triple (t1 , t2 , m) as in
the original setting. When a reply (m10 , . . . , m0u ) is generated then all elements m0j are stored
to memory locations s[t1 , δj0 , `0j ] and a special message (t1 , t2 , e) is sent back. Upon receiving
 writes components of an input m to
I NIT (t1 , t2 , δ, m) for Pi and protection domain δ, Fio
some default memory locations s[t? , δj , ` j ] and sends I NIT (t1 , t2 , δ, α) to Ii .
The machine Zi simulates the original execution of the protocol Π to A. For that,

+
Zi must simulate a missing machine Zi and buffers b−
p , b p between Zi and F p . Let
−
− +
the buffers connecting Ii to F p be c+
p and c p analogously to b p , b p between Zi and


+
−
F p . Zi can communicate with Mi and clock buffers c p and c p but can not access Mi
before adversary A issues a corruption call. Zi modifies only the memory locations α
of incomplete D MA C ALL (t, p, α, β) and S END (t, p, α) calls. Define Π as an extended
 together with
collection consisting of machines I1 , . . . , In , M1 , . . . , Mn , F0 , . . . , Fk , Fio
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all buffers attached to the machines. Let the corresponding adversarial construction φ (A)
be defined as a reduced collection consisting of A, Z1 , . . . Zn .
Theorem 6. Let Π be the protocol with a well-formed implementation and let EΠ be the set of
compatible environments. Then,

∀Env ∈ EΠ :

lazy

∀A ∈ AΠ,Env :

EnvhΠ, Ai ≡ EnvhΠ , A i

lazy

where and AΠ,Env is the set of compatible lazy semi-simplistic adversaries.
Proof sketch. Let us define another extended collection Π̂ that consists of machines
 together with all attached buffers. We
I1 , . . . , In , M1 , . . . , Mn , Z1 , . . . Zn , F0 , . . . , Fk , Fio


get a trivial equivalence EnvhΠ̂ , Ai ≡ EnvhΠ , A i for any A and Env. Therefore, it is
sufficient to prove that EnvhΠ, Ai ≡ EnvhΠ̂ , Ai for any Env and A that meet the restrictions.
Although collections Π and Π̂ are quite different there is a natural matching between
machines and their internal states. Initially, the internal states of F p and F p coincide.
The same is true for the interpreters Ii and Ii although their internal state s is stored in
different locations. Therefore, we can run the standard bisimulation argument and show
that the actions of A or Env cannot diverge execution to non-equivalent states.
First, define Zi that achieves the goal by ignoring memory access restrictions. As
Mi contains the entire state of Ii , Zi can internally replicate all computations of Ii and
fetch all messages sent by F p from Mi . Therefore, Zi can perfectly simulate Zi and the
−


buffers b+
p and b p provided that states of Ii and Ii and F p and F p have not diverged
yet. However, note that only the messages from and responses to corrupted parties are
required to be accessed from the memory, thus the same Zi can easily also satisfy memory
access restrictions.
As A is lazy semi-simplistic, we know that Ii creates a message before F p reads the
corresponding input. Therefore, Ii translates D MA C ALL (t2 , p, α, β) and S END (t2 , p, α)
instructions before F p must fetch the corresponding input from the memory. Property (a)
of a well-formed program guarantees that Zi can swap the values in the locations α just
before it clocks the address tuple to F p . Property (d) guarantees that the change does not
alter further actions of Ii . Consequently, we can guarantee that F p and F p always get the
same inputs and thus the executions of the ideal functionalities in the two worlds give the
same results. Therefore, also Ii and Ii get the same results from the ideal functionalities
and the simulation done by Zi is perfect.
To show the full equivalence of the two execution models, we need to define a class of
simplistic adversaries AΠ,Env against Π and Env that are produced by φ and then define
semi-inverse of φ∗ with the right properties.
Definition 19 (Simplistic adversary). An adversary is simplistic if it satisfies the following.
(a)
(b)

−
The adversary clocks any outgoing buffer b+
p and any incoming buffer b p to an honest party
−
only when all incoming buffers b p to corrupted parties are empty.
The adversary can modify the state of the corrupted party only in the locations α of pending
D MA C ALL (t, p, α, β) and S END (t, p, α) instructions. These changes are done before the
corresponding tuple is clocked to F p and each value is modified at most once.

Corollary 2. For any lazy semi-simplistic adversary A and for any well-formed implementation of
Π, the construction φ (A) is simplistic adversary.
Proof. The way Zi alters memory just before clocking b+
p in the proof of Theorem 6
guarantees that the property (b) of simplistic adversary is satisfied. The clocking rules for
φ (A) are analogous the semi-simplistic adversary A and are therefore satisfied as φ (A)
preserves clocking with respect to the matched buffers in the two configuration.
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We specify the semi-inverse through simulator machines Zi∗ that go between Zi and
The simulator translates clocking signals, provides read only access to the state of Ii
and translates memory writes to actual protocol messages. As before, let φ∗ (A ) be the
reduced collection consisting of A, Z1∗ , . . . Zn∗ .

A .

Theorem 7. Let Π be the protocol with a well-formed implementation and let E be the set of
compatible environments. Then,

∀Env ∈ E :

∀A ∈ AΠ,Env :

EnvhΠ , A i ≡ EnvhΠ, φ∗ (A )i

where and AΠ,Env is the set of simplistic adversaries compatible with the protocol and the environment. The resulting adversary φ∗ (A ) is lazy and semi-simplistic.
Proof sketch. Let us define another extended collection Π̂ that consists of machines
I1 , . . . , In , Z1 , . . . , Zn , Z1∗ , . . . Zn∗ , F0 , . . . , Fk together with all buffers attached to the machines. Then, it is sufficient to prove that the equivalence EnvhΠ , A i ≡ EnvhΠ̂, A i holds
for any Env and A as EnvhΠ̂, A i ≡ EnvhΠ, φ∗ (A )i by construction.
We can use the same natural matching between machines and their internal states as
in Theorem 6. Equivalence is obvious when A does not corrupt Mi . The machine Zi∗
just forwards all clocking signals and the equivalence follows from the construction of
Ii and F p . To fetch a value s[t, δ, `], the machine Zi∗ sends R EVEAL (t, δ, `) message to Zi
and forwards the response. After a first R EVEAL, call Zi is corrupted and Zi∗ will instantly
forward the communication from F p to Ii .
When A issues memory modification instructions, Zi∗ can locally store all altered
values s[t, δi , `i ]. As the adversary A is simplistic, it alters only memory locations related to
D MA C ALL (t, p, α, β) and S END (t, p, α) instructions. Let tuples (t1 , t2 , m) and (t1 , t2 , α, . . .)
denote the outcomes of Ii and Ii for these instructions. Then, by construction A can

clock a tuple (t1 , t2 , α, . . .) only after (t1 , t2 , m) is written to b+
p . Moreover, A does not

change values in the location α after (t1 , t2 , α, . . .) is clocked to F p . By property (d) of
a well-formed implementation, these changes alter only the corresponding message m0
assembled by F p and nothing more. Therefore, Zi∗ must always check whether A has
altered any of the locations α. If there are no changes, Zi∗ clocks the message (t1 , t2 , m)
to F p . If there are changes Zi∗ orders Zi to write a message (t1 , t2 , m0 ) to b+
p . After that
Zi∗ can clock (t1 , t2 , m0 ) and ignore the original message (t1 , t2 , m). As a result, F p and F p
get the same message at the same time and equivalence is preserved. As A is simplistic
then the clocking and modification rules carry over and the resulting adversary is lazy
semi-simplistic adversary.
3.2.3. Memory Alignment and Protocol Specification
Let a global state gs be a four-dimensional array that combines the states of all machines M1 , . . . , Mn . More precisely, let gs[t, δ, `, i ] = s[t, δ, `] for parties Pi in the storage
domain δ and gs[t, δ, `, i ] = e for parties Pi outside the domain δ. For brevity, let gs[t, δ, `]
denote a tuple (gs[t, δ, `, 1], . . . , gs[t, δ, `, n]).
Definition 20 (Memory-alignment). A well-formed protocol uses an ideal functionality in
memory-aligned manner if each individual input is reconstructed from gs[t, δ, `] and each output is
shared to gs[t, δ, `]. This restriction must hold regardless of adversarial behaviour.
Note that memory-aligned usage is not a property of a protocol. It easy to define
implementations where memory locations are not aligned in subprotocol calls. However,
simple incremental addressing is enough to achieve memory alignment for all ideal functionalities when there are no local operations. Local operations without restrictions can
easily break the alignment if some parties carry them out and others do not. However,
alignment could be achieved by giving a dedicated memory region to local computation
outputs that are not inputs to some ideal functionality.
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However, from now we will treat local operations explicitly as external components
rather than internal affairs of the interpreter. We represent local operations reading and
 where each G  is a collections of
writing to M as fragmented functionalities G1 , . . . , Gm
q

machines {Gq,j } j∈Jq implementing local operations. Formally, we need a new interpreter
Ii./ and memory machine Mi./ that have additional sender-clocked port pairs for commu . To initiate an operation, I ./ sends a tuple of locations ( t, α, β ) to
nicating with G1 , . . . , Gm
i

Gq which performs the computation and gives control back Ii./ . As before, α determines
the locations of inputs and β the locations of outputs in the state of Mi./ .
 and F as local computations may
We add a sender-clocked buffer pair between Gq,i
4
utilise setup parameters of the respective party Pi . As a result, all local operations can be
 and I ./ without changing the overall execution as shown in
pushed out from Ii to Gq,i
i
Figure 8.
F4

F4


Gq,i


Gq,j

M./
i

M./
j

Gq
Ii./

Ij./

Figure 8. Encapsulation of local computations involving two parties.
 , G  , . . . , G  denote ideal functionaliDefinition 21 (Canonical protocol). Let F1 , . . . , Fk , Fio
m
1
ties used in a well-formed protocol. A protocol specification is in a canonical form if

(a)
(b)
(c)

all conditional jumps are based on local values,
 and
the remaining local operations are implemented with G1 , . . . , Gm
all ideal functionalities are used in memory-aligned manner.
These conditions must hold regardless of the adversarial behaviour.

Similarly to the previous cases, any well-formed protocol can also be represented in
the canonical form. Note that in canonical protocol specification, the interpreter Ii./ can
be isolated from the trusted setup F4 as it runs no computations on its own. A canonical
 operates with aligned memory locations. Thereprotocol specifications guarantees that F pd
fore, the entire collection of memory modules M1./ , . . . , M./
n can be replaced by a single
memory module M./ with the same set of port pairs that keeps the internal state gs to
answer all queries. To reconstruct an input or store an output, F̂ p always addresses a block
gs[t, δ, `].
./ that meets the specification of F  by replacing
This allows us to define a collection F pd
pd
./
./
Ru and Su with a machines Ru and Su which directly communicate with the shared
memory M./ . Given an input (t, δ, `), the machine R./
u fetches gs[ t, δ, `], reconstructs the
./
underlying value x and sends it back to M . Given an input (t, δ, `, y) the machine Su./
computes shares for y and writes them to gs[t, δ, `].
To preserve compatibility, we replace TR and TS with machines TR./ and TS./ that
consolidate memory locations instead of messages. The machine TR./ collects location
tuples (t1 , t2 , α, . . .) instead of incoming messages. When all tuples for a particular round
of computation have arrived, TR./ extracts all unique input locations and reconstructs
./
inputs with the help of R./
u . After that it sends output locations to TS and proceeds as
TR . Whenever F p./ wakes up TS./ , it first clocks in a message from TR./ that contains the
output locations and uses Su./ to share the outputs. To isolate TR./ and TS./ from the memory,
./ between T ./ , T ./ and A. This machine T ./ manages all
we add a separate machine TM
R
S
M
./
./
cases when TR or TS give any values to A by receiving the locations from TR./ or TS./
and retrieving the necessary values itself. For clarity, let us define Fˆ./ p as a collection of
./ into the adversary in the next step.
TR./ , F p./ , TS./ as we push TM
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./ , Fˆ./ can still leak inputs, outputs and their locations, or perform
Thanks to TM
p
selective aborts based on values. The adversary gets a limited access to the memory M./
./ . Note that we are working with the canonical ideal functionalities as specified
through TM
./ and subsequent adversaries to only read the shares of
in Section 2.4.2 which limits TM
./ is defined based on F  with the difference that it writes the values
corrupted parties. Fio
io
./
to M and sends only the location information to I ./ . Define Π./ as an extended collection
 , . . . , G  , F ./ with all attached
consisting of machines I1./ , . . . , In./ , M./ , Fˆ./ 1 , . . . , Fˆ./ k ,G1,1
g,n
io

./ . Therefore, the
buffers. Let φ./ (A ) be the reduced collection consisting of A and all TM
new adversary expects memory locations from the ideal functionality and fetches corrupted
parties values from the memory M./ .

Theorem 8. Let Π be a well-formed protocol specification that is in a canonical form and let E be
the set of compatible environments. Then,

∀Env ∈ E :

∀Env ∈ E :

∀A ∈ AΠ ,Env :

∀A./ ∈ A./
Π./ ,Env :

EnvhΠ , A i ≡ EnvhΠ./ , φ./ (A )i

∗
EnvhΠ./ , A./ i ≡ EnvhΠ , φ./
(A./ )i

./
where and AΠ ,Env is the set of compatible simplistic adversaries for Π and A./
Π./ ,Env for Π . The

∗
./
resulting adversaries φ./ (A ) and φ./ (A ) are simplistic.

Proof. The buffers between I j and I j./ and adversary are the same in both worlds, and
the adversary accesses the same state of the interpreter in Mi and M./ . The differences
 as separate functionalities and decomposing
are the joining Mi to M./ , introducing Gq,i
./
./
./
F p to TS , TR and TM that also interact with M./ .
All memory addresses are written once by a well-formed protocol, thus the outputs of
 are never overwritten and the adversary can access them from M./ when needed. In
Gq,i
 to I ./ and M./ are sender-clocked and therefore this
addition, the buffers connecting Gq,i
i
separation is invisible for A. Therefore, separating the local functionalities is equivalent
to the local functionalities inside I  where I  writes all outputs to M./ . As all ideal
functionalities are canonical, we can replace all instances of Su and Ru with Su./ and R./
u
provided that we rewire the memory to M./ .
Adversary φ./ (A ) is simplistic as it respects the clocking rules of simplistic A and
the construction did not change the clocking or the modified memory locations. Similarly,
transforming A./ to equivalent A is straightforward and can be accomplished getting the
same values as read from M./ from communication with F  .
3.3. Reduction to Abstract Memory Model
Simplistic adversaries are extremely restricted. They can alter a fixed set of memory
locations and decide when ideal functionalities and interpreters perform their computations.
./ consists of ideal functionalities Fˆ./ , . . . , Fˆ./ which use two
As a protection domain F pd
1
1
./
universal machines R./
u and Su for reconstruction and sharing, it is straightforward
to define an intermediate memory module M0 that stores reconstructed values. With
additional simplifications we can restate all operations in terms of M0 and quantify
memory modifications in terms of underlying values instead of shares. In more formal
terms, we define a ∗-operator that acts on protocols and their components together with a
universal φ∗ : A./ → A∗ and its semireverse φ∗∗ : A∗ → A./ that achieves

∀Π ∈ P : ∀Env ∈ EΠ : ∀A ∈ A./ : EnvhΠ./ , A./ i ≡ EnvhΠ∗ , φ∗ (A./ )i
∀Π ∈ P : ∀Env ∈ EΠ : ∀A ∈ A∗ : EnvhΠ∗ , A∗ i ≡ EnvhΠ./ , φ∗∗ (A∗ )i

(10)
(11)

where P is the set of protocols with canonical specification and EΠ is the set of compatible
environments. The forward transformation is covered step by step through the whole
section and the reverse is summarised in Lemma 12.
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3.3.1. Introduction of Abstract Memory
We split the memory M./ of values and shares and introduce a dedicated memory
module M0 for the values. The internal state of M0 is a three-dimensional array s0 is such
that an entry s0 [t, δ, `] contains the value corresponding to shares in gs[t, δ, `] in M at all
critical time-steps. Then, we place machines R∗u and Su∗ between M0 and M together with
a pair of sender-clocked buffers for synchronisation as depicted in Figure 9. Recall that TR
only receive public parameters. Local variables and the state of each party are also stored
in M0 . For that we replace the pair of sender clocked buffers between each interpreter Ii./
and M./ with a corresponding buffer pair between Ii∗ and M0 . M0 allows the adversary
can read and write local variables of corrupted parties.
F4
I1
I2

F4

TR1

F4

R∗u

TS1

I1
I2

F4

./
Fio

Fˆ1∗

F1∗
I1
I2

I1 I2

M0

TR2

Fˆ2∗

F2∗
I1
I2

M
Su∗

G1
G2

TS2
A

A

A

A

A

A

Figure 9. Separating memory to M0 for values and M for shares, F1 .

We synchronise the states of s0 and gs as follows. When a machine queries a share
from a location (t, δ, `) and gs[t, δ, `] is empty or invalid M writes S HARE (t, δ, `) to the
synchronisation buffer. Then, M0 uses Su∗ to share s0 [t, δ, `] and gives control back to
M who uses gs[t, δ, `] to complete the query. Whenever gs[t, δ, `] is updated M writes
U PDATE (t, δ, `) to the synchronisation buffer. After that M0 uses R∗u to update s0 [t, δ, `]
and gives control back to M. Finally, M0 must write I NVALID (t, δ, `) to the synchronisation
buffer when the value of s0 [t, δ, `] is updated. After this M marks the location (t, δ, `) as
invalid and gives control back to M0 . This mechanism guarantees that M0 and M give
always coherent replies to other machines.
./
As a result, we can connect Fˆ./ p directly to M0 instead of R./
u and Su without
changing the execution, let this be Fˆ ∗ . When TR queries (t, δ, `), the machine M0 replies
s0 [t, δ, `]. When TS wants to share a value x to a location (t, δ, `), the machine M0 sets
s0 [t, δ, `] = x and marks the location (t, δ, `) as invalid. The latter allows us to replace a
sub-collection inside Π./ without changing the execution outcome. More precisely, let
./
./
F0 be an extended collection consisting of Fˆ./ 1 , . . . , Fˆ./ p , R./
u , Su , M and let F1 be an
∗
∗
∗
∗
ˆ
ˆ
extended collection consisting of F 1 , . . . , F p , M0 , Ru , Su , M.
Theorem 9. Collections F0 and F1 are observationally equivalent for well-formed protocol specification in a canonical form.
Proof. The substitution does not change communication between the collection and F4 .
Therefore, it is sufficient to show that machines M, Fˆ1∗ , . . . , Fˆp∗ run in the same order and
provide identical replies to A and Πe . The latter is sufficient as communication with other
machines in the collection is sender clocked and invisible to outside observers.
In particular, we need to show that when a machine queries gs[t, δ, `] its value is same
in both collections. Assume that so far all queries have yielded identical results. In F0 , the
response to TR./ is computed from gs[t, δ, `], while M0 responds s0 [t, δ, `]. By the construc-
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tion the value of s0 [t, δ, `] is invalidated whenever gs[t, δ, `] is updated. Consequently, the
reply s0 [t, δ, `] contains the reconstruction of gs[t, δ, `] as in F0 .
Assume that the location gs[t, δ, `] of a new query is initialised. If TS∗ was the last machine to update gs[t, δ, `] in F0 then it was also the last to update s0 [t, δ, `] in F1 . Therefore,
s0 [t, δ, `] contains the correct value. By the construction, the update marked the location
gs[t, δ, `] as invalid and thus the reply yields shares generated by Su . For other machines,
the memory cells are updated identically in both collections. If gs[t, δ, `] is uninitialised
in F0 , then no machine has updated this location. Thus, TS./ could not have initialised
s0 [t, δ, `] nor could any other machine have initialised gs[t, δ, `] in F1 .
3.3.2. Extended Modification-Awareness
As the adversary can modify shares of corrupted parties and therefore change the
values in M0 . Here, we study under which assumptions the adversary can update s0 [t, δ, `]
itself after modifying shares gs[t, δ, `]. The concept of modification awareness (Definition 3)
is meant to tackle this, but some interactions in the computations are not captured by the
definition. We can apply the extractor from the modification awareness in our current
setting but its success is not necessarily the same.
We define a collection F2 where we place the extractor E between M0 , M and A as in
Figure 10. The extractor E which forwards messages between A to M and simultaneously
extracts changes ∆ corresponding to share modifications. These modifications are sent
to M0 who updates the state s0 accordingly. A slightly modified machine M does not
invalidate a location s0 [t, δ, `] when the extractor E alters the location gs[t, δ, `].
Ii Ij

F4

F4

F4
./
Fio

R∗u

F1
F2

M0

Su∗

M

G1
G2

E
A

Figure 10. Separating a value modification module E from M, collection F2 .

Definition 22. An adversarial modification of gs[t, δ, `] is oblique if the extractor E fails to correctly
update the value of s0 [t, δ, `].
Theorem 10. Collections F1 and F2 are observationally equivalent for an environment adversary
pair provided that the extraction failure is negligible.
Proof. As the machine E forwards the communication between A and M without modification, the states of the configurations can diverge only if the values of s0 [t, δ, `] differ
when M0 replies to some query. It is straightforward to see that the latter occurs only if
the extraction fails for gs[t, δ, `].
Definition 23. Local operation is transparent if any modification of output shares can be effectively
converted to a modification of inputs and oblique modification goes to oblique modification.
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Common local operations—copying and linear combination—do not contribute to
extraction failures as they are reversible and thus oblique modifications can be backpropagated. To bind the probability of extraction failures, we need to reason about the
environment Πe and protocol Π together as oblique changes may enter the protocol through
inputs. For instance, in verifiable storage domains, an adversary can corrupt a parent party
in Πe and invalidate its input shares for Π. As A knows the original shares, it can modify
invalid shares to the originals inside Π. The resulting modification is oblique. By definition,
M0 holds ⊥ in that location meaning that the modification function always results in ⊥
independently of the extractor outcome.
Non-canonical ideal functionalities are a potential source of oblique modifications.
For example, consider a weird flavour of non-fair computations where the adversary learns
the output shares of honest parties before it can invalidate some of them. To create an
oblique modification, the adversary can later corrupt a party with invalidated share and
replace it with the original. Unconventional local functionalities can also create oblique
modifications simply by invalidating the input shares. As the adversary knows the original
shares, it can create oblique modification by restoring the valid share.
Lemma 4. Assume that all local operations are transparent and ideal functionalities are in a
canonical form. Assume that Sδ generates all protocol inputs for domain δ and the inputs of Sδ are
determined by the adversary. Then, the probability of extraction failures in a well-formed program is
negligible for simplistic adversaries provided that every storage domain is modification aware.
Proof. Let A be a simplistic adversary that with probability ε creates an extraction failure
in storage domain δ in some protocol instance. Then, we can define a new adversary B
against modification awareness of storage domain δ (see Figure 3b).
First, note that the adversary B can perfectly simulate S and R, as it has direct
access to Sδ (inputting values through L and reading from L∗ through Eδ ) and Rδ in the
modification game and can run the trusted setup for all other domains. As a consequence,
B can perfectly simulate protocol inputs and ideal functionalities F p . The simulation of the
protocol is straightforward, as the flow of the interpreters depends only on local values
and new local values can be created by ideal functionalities or local operations. As B learns
the entire output of Sτ for protection domains τ 6= δ, the shares of gs[t, τ, `] can be directly
computed. The requested shares of δ can be computed by backtracking all dependencies to
shares generated by Sδ and then redoing all local operations.
Next, we add back-propagation of modified shares for the domain δ. By definition, a
simplistic adversary A can modify only the inputs of ideal functionalities. If a modification
is generated by Sδ then this modification can be used to win the modification game. If
the modification is computed by a local functionality then due to transparency, B can
always back-propagate a change to a change of one input of Gq and an oblique change
is guaranteed to remain oblique. This process can be repeated until B reaches a protocol
input or an output of ideal functionality F p . These are potential challenge shares generated
by Sδ .
Each input modification leads to a modification of a potential challenge. The total
number of such modifications is bounded by the number of inputs to ideal functionalities
that have domain δ. Let the corresponding number be n. As we cannot check which
modification is oblique, B must set one of them randomly as the challenge modification
when it generates the shares. As a result, B succeeds in modification awareness game with
probability nε . The claim follows as ε is negligible whenever nε is negligible.
Corollary 3. If all local operations are transparent, ideal functionalities are in a canonical form
and the environment is simulatable; then, the probability of extraction failures in a well-formed
program with modification aware storage domain is negligible for simplistic adversaries.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 can be generalised to a class of environments that can be
simulated in the modification awareness game. Simulation means running the environment
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analogously to the protocol as part of the modification game. Therefore, we require the
assumption that Πe does not leak the setup parameters or joint state. In addition, in such
simulation we can notice the modifications to inputs of Π done in Πe that could be oblique.
Such modifications can be used or propagated similarly to the actions with values of Π in
Lemma 4.
3.3.3. Meaningful Local Operations
Local operations cause another state update procedure where the information flows
from the machine M to M0 . Meaningful local operations (Definition 6) produce such
output shares that the state s0 can be updated from itself. Note that a value s0 [t, δ, `] in M0
is read-only by F p . An adversary can obliviously update s0 [t, δ, `] by sending differences ∆
to M0 through E . The canonical protocol description guarantees that F p∗ reads s0 [t, δ, `]
only after the location gs[t, δ, `] has been initialised. Thus, if a local operation Gq initialises
gs[t, δ, `] then it is always completed before the read of s0 [t, δ, `].
This allows us to define a new collection F3 where machines Gq0 update the state s0
instead of R∗u . Each Gq0 interacts with interpreters {I j } j∈Jq and the abstract memory M0
and receives public parameters from F4 . For that we slightly modify the behaviour of Ii ,
M and M0 . Whenever Ii calls Gq it also calls Gq0 after it gets the control back. The machine
Gq0 immediately checks if the operation has been computed in M0 or if there are enough
inputs in M0 to complete the local operation in M0 . If all inputs are present and the
operation has not been executed yet, then Gq0 reads inputs from s0 , computes the outputs
according to gq and writes it to s0 . Modified M does not invalidate a location s0 [t, δ, `]
when the functionality Gq alters the location gs[t, δ, `] but otherwise behaves as before.
Theorem 11. Collections F2 and F3 are observationally equivalent provided that a well-formed
protocol specification is in a canonical form and all local operations are meaningful and implement
some deterministic functionality.
Proof. Modifications to the collection F2 do not change the order of machine activations. Indeed, changes in M eliminate only a ping-pong interaction between M and M0 . Changes
in Ii inject a ping-pong interaction between Ii and Gq0 . As the communication in these
interactions is sender-clocked the other machines can distinguish collections only based on
the states of M0 and M. Clearly, modifications do not change the state of M as long as
responses to queries gs[t, δ, `] and s0 [t, δ, `] remain same in both collections. Therefore, it is
sufficient to consider only the responses to queries s0 [t, δ, `].
 ) can query s [ t, δ, `]. Therefore, it is sufficient to
Only an ideal functionality F p∗ (or Fio
0
consider when Gq updates gs[t, δ, `], as otherwise both collections behave identically. For
well-formed programs, the value gs[t, δ, `] is never fetched by F p before all interpreters
have defined their shares. Although gs[t, δ, `] may depend on several local operations we
know that all of them complete by that time. As the adversary never overwrites inputs
of local computations, we can inductively prove that the update chain gives the the same
result for s0 [t, δ, `] as the reconstruction step in F2 .
The result can be generalised to meaningful non-deterministic local functionalities.
First, all inputs to Gq must have a correct distribution, or otherwise we cannot apply the
definition. Second, the inputs of local functionalities with non-deterministic outputs must
be independent. For instance, if the local functionality Gq is deterministic and we re-run
the same shares we get the same output while gq gives two independent outputs.
3.3.4. Isolation of Protocol Outputs
By construction all protocol outputs are obtained by releasing shares of type gs[t, δ, `]
even if outputs are locally private values. As a next step, we modify the construction so
that all output shares are generated anew by Su∗ . This a major prerequisite for isolating

the adversary from the memory M. We define a new collection F4 in Figure 11 where Fio
+
+
+
is replaced by Ru to construct inputs and Su to create outputs. S always gives control
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back to Ii that called it. R+
u writes the value to M0 as soon as sufficient shares have been
received and always forwards the signal to the party Ii whose input was clocked to it. All
these added buffers are sender clocked. S END instructions from Ii are forwarded only to
 . The machine S + keeps a special cache L
Su+ . The behaviour of Su+ is different from Fio
u
of published values which is initially empty. For each input S END or D MA C ALL from Ii ,
it extracts all locations (t, δ, `) of output shares. If a triple (t, δ, `) ∈
/ L, the machine Su+
fetches the corresponding value from M0 , computes the shares and stores them into L[t, δ].
If (t, δ, `) ∈ L, then it uses the shares in L[t, δ].
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F4

Ii F4 F4

I1 I2

R∗u
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Figure 11. Memory models for input–output isolation.

Definition 24. A protocol environment pair EnvhΠi is in an output-isolated configuration for a
class of adversaries A and resource consumption constraints if there is a construction φ such that
EnvhF3 , Ai ≡ EnvhF4 , φ(A)i for A ∈ A and the construction φ satisfies resource constraints. A
protocol Π is output-isolated if this property holds for any environment.
Any protocol where all outputs are returned by deterministic S (e.g., local values) or
where no shared outputs are returned are output isolated. The value L[t, δ, `] is guaranteed
to have the same distribution as gs[t, δ, `] when outputs are computed by an ideal functionality. However, the behaviour of F p may still reveal the discrepancy. For instance, A may
decide whether to abort or continue based on the output shares of honest parties if F p can
reveal them to A. The latter creates a discrepancy that is impossible to resolve in F4 . It is
also an explicit weakness of a protocol. Any protocol can be converted to output-isolated
protocol by resharing outputs before returning them. Hence, almost all functionalities used
in practice can be implemented with isolated outputs.
Lemma 5. A canonical well-formed protocol specification is output-isolated for coherent adversaries
if all outputs are computed by some ideal functionalities with standard corruption mode, output
shares are not used further in computations and they are immediately returned as outputs.
 in
Proof. It is straightforward to see that R+ in F4 processes inputs identically to Fio
F3 . Therefore, we need to consider only the output generation. In F3 , output generation
starts when F p writes its output to s0 [t, δ, `]. At some point, the adversary clocks the
corresponding O K message from F p to some Ii . Ii writes D MA C ALL or S END message to
push its share of gs[t, δ, `] to Πe , and Fio fetches the corresponding part of gs[t, δ, `]. By
construction, gs[t, δ, `] is created by Su∗ from s0 [t, δ, `]. In F4 , Ii sends D MA C ALL or S END
message to Su+ , which uses L[t, δ, `] instead of gs[t, δ, `] to create the output. By construction,
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gs[t, δ, `] and L[t, δ, `] have the same distribution. However, there is a discrepancy between
gs[t, δ, `] and protocol output.
Note that only A can observe the discrepancy, as honest parties do not use output
shares in further computations. Coherent A has also corrupted the parent node Pi∗ in the
inner environment and thus can fetch shares gs[t, δ, `] from the outputs sent to Pi∗ . For that,
we must guarantee that the outputs arrive earlier than A wants to read the i-th share of
gs[t, δ, `]. The latter is straightforward as the output shares are published as soon as they
become available for A and A can always clock the output to Pi∗ .
Lemma 6. Any protocol is output-isolated for the class of environments that do not use randomised
output shares at all.
Proof. Note that the changes introduced by F4 alter only output shares given to the
environment and only for non-deterministic S . As a result, the adversary can compute the
protocol outputs based on the state of corrupted party Pi instead of the actual protocol
output reaching the parent node Pi∗ . This hides the discrepancy between F3 and F4 , as
these shares are never used in any other protocol.
Lemma 7. Any protocol where output shares have the same distribution as freshly generated shares
is output-isolated for the class of adversaries that do not access the protocol state at all.
Proof. By assumption all protocol outputs are identically distributed in F3 and F4 . As the
adversary A learns nothing about the protocol state it cannot detect the discrepancy, nor
can the adversary alter the protocol execution as it cannot alter the protocol state.
Theorem 12. Let F be a canonical ideal functionality that does not leak shares to adversary and
let Π be a protocol that is as secure as F for a class of environments E and adversaries A. Then, Π
is also output-isolated for the same classes of adversaries and environments.
Proof. Let A ∈ A be an adversary against the original protocol and environment pair
EnvhΠi, and let φ be the construction that proves the security of the protocol. Then, φ(A)
is an ideal adversary that defines protocol inputs and receives protocol outputs in F .
As the adversary φ(A) does not learn values from the ideal functionality F , its interface
is compatible with EnvhΠi. By definition, Π is equivalent to F for all adversaries that
behave honestly. Indeed, if an adversary B does not corrupt parties then φ(B) cannot also
corrupt parties. The same must be true for the adversary φ(A). Although φ(A) corrupts
some parties and alters their inputs, these parties remain honest in the protocol. As a
result, EnvhΠ, Ai ≡ EnvhΠ, φ(A)i. The claim follows as φ(A) satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 7.
A protocol is secure if any adversary can be converted to an adversary against ideal
implementation. Therefore, all adversaries against F4 can be modified to adversaries that
do not read the shares of the outputs from M at all. That means that output-isolation is
necessary for security in general. The intuition is that since these shares are updated during
outputting and not used in the protocol then reading them is only relevant in Πe . Thus, in
the following we only consider such adversaries.
3.3.5. Complete Memory Isolation
The transformation defining protocol output isolation in the previous section cuts
the last link between the memory M and the environment Env. Only the actions of the
adversary A can now depend on gs all local computations and ideal functionalities only
use s0 . Thus, honest execution does not require gs and in this section we show how A can
simulate gs for hiding storage domains. Therefore, we will completely remove M from the
protocol description.
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First, we minimise the number of memory locations accessed by A. Memory locations
gs[t, δ, `] can be divided into three classes: protocol inputs, outputs of ideal functionalities
and outputs of local computations. A coherent adversary can always extract protocol
inputs from the parent node when the latter submits them to R+
u . Simulation of local
computations Gq is straightforward provided that we know the inputs of Gq . Only the
outputs of ideal functionalities must be fetched from the memory M. In the following, we
consider the details of constructing the adversary that only reads these values written by
ideal functionalities from M and does not touch other memory locations.
Let Ao be the class of adversaries that only read the outputs of F p from M. More
formally, let Ao ∈ Ao be the new adversary that internally runs A and clones interpreters
I1 , . . . , In to answer adversarial queries about corrupted shares of gs[t, δ, `]. To reconstruct
the state of a newly corrupted party Pi , Ao has to redo all the computations done by Pi so
far. For that, Ao must get all protocol inputs submitted by Pi∗ . We use the assumption that
the state of Pi∗ contains enough information for Ao to repeat all computations and thus the
input extraction becomes trivial. The adversary Ao must also access local variables and
outcomes of random choices of Pi stored in M0 . The output shares of F p are queried from
M as usual. As a result, Ao can rerun a clone of Ii to recreate the state of Pi . In addition to
the real values from M, Ao uses the inputs known to it to fill the simulated memory with
protocol inputs and local computation outputs that A can access.
Lemma 8. Assume that we can rerun all computations for any corrupted parent node. Then,
EnvhF4 , Ai ≡ EnvhF4 , Ao i for any coherent simplistic adversary A.
Proof. By construction of Ao from A, we can just repeat all computations as necessary and
only read the outputs of F p .
Clearly, the outcome of EnvhF4 , A∗ i depends only on the locations gs[t, δ, `] that are
read by the adversary which are the outputs of ideal functionalities F p . As these locations
are directly updated by Su∗ , we can remove the remaining update mechanisms for protocol
inputs and local operations. Let F5 be a simplified collection where R+
u does not update M
0
0 , and machines
and is not connected to it. Interpreters I1 , . . . , In activate only G1 , . . . , Gm


G1 , . . . , Gm are removed. Note that while the shares are not read, the adversary can still
do modifications to all inputs of ideal functionalities and the outputs returned to Πe .
Therefore, we disconnect E from M and join it to Ao so that can supply it with the values
that it recomputes that should be in memory M. Let the new adversary combining Ao and
E be AEo and the respective class of adversaries AEo is such that they submit direct coherent
modifications to M0 and M.
Lemma 9. For any Ao ∈ Ao defined as above we have EnvhF4 , Ao i ≡ EnvhF5 , AEo i.
Proof. By definition, Ao reads only outputs of F p from M and these are not affected by
the changes as these are written after F p executes. Nothing other than values in M are
affected by the transformation to F5 . Note that the extractor E still sees valid shares and
works in the same manner as before but is just considered to be part of the adversary.
To shield M completely from AEo , we use the simulator Sδo from the hiding property
definition (Definition 2) and assume the adversary A does not read the output shares as
discussed for output-isolation. Let Alc be the adversary that runs AEo internally but uses
simulators Sδ∗ for each protection domain instead of values in M. We denote by Alc the
class of limited control adversaries (Definition 4) that do not interact with M.
Lemma 10. Let Env be an environment that uses storage domains without private parameters.
Then, EnvhF5 , AEo i ≡ EnvhF5 , Alc i for any limited control adversaries AEo ∈ AEo and Alc as defined
above using AEo and not reading the output memory locations.
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Proof. W.l.o.g. we can consider only the case where the protocol uses only one storage
domain δ as there are no parameters that might be shared by domains. Define an adversary
B against hiding games so that the first hiding game is equivalent to EnvhF5 , AEo i and the
second to EnvhF5 , Alc i. First, note that B needs to internally simulate all computations of
Env. As Env does not use storage domains with private variables, B can internally evaluate
Sδ and Rδ for any storage domain δ and recreate all computations inside Env. Second,
0 , M , E , S + , R+ form a subcollection
note that machines I1 , . . . , In , F1 , . . . , Fk , G10 , . . . , Gm
0
u
u
∗
Z that interacts with M through the machine Su . The adversary A can clock some buffers
inside Z and interact with F1 , . . . , Fk and E . After simulating Env, the adversary B can
produce all inputs to the protocol Π.
For the outputs of ideal functionality gs[t, δ, `], the adversary B interacts with the
hiding game. It corrupts locations when AEo issues corruption calls. When an ideal functionality F p wants to write x to gs[t, δ, `], B remaps a location (t, δ, `) to κ and set s0 [κ ] = x
by interacting with L. It also sets b[κ ] = 1 to mark that the values is inside the protocol
scope. In one game this does not affect the outcome but in the second this means that all
shares will be simulated. When Ao queries corrupted shares of gs[t, δ, `], the adversary B
fetches corresponding shares from L∗ .
The first hiding game is equivalent to EnvhF5 , AEo i as the shares are generated by Sδ .
When B is in the second game then the shares of the protocol are simulated because b[κ ] = 1
and the second game is equivalent to the definition of EnvhF5 , Alc i. Most importantly, note
that the adversary AEo modifying the memory locations does not affect the interaction with
the hiding game. B always simulates the computations to learn the new value in M0 that it
can put into L in the game. B succeeds thanks to AEo that gives the coherent modification of
the value together with the share modification to M0 and M. Note that in case AEo uses the
extractor, this proof also covers the case where the hiding property is somehow invalidated
by the extraction.
The same proof can be generalised to storage domains with private setup parameters
if the environment can be simulated inside the hiding games, meaning that all sharing
operations inside the environment are carried out inside the hiding game with b[κ ] = 0. As
before, this is possible if the Πe does not reveal setup parameters that would invalidate
the hiding property. For the adversary Alc , the memory M has become meaningless, thus
define the limited control execution model F6 from F5 by removing connections between
M0 and M, including Su∗ . This setup is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Limited control execution model for two-party protocols.

Lemma 11. Then EnvhF5 , Alc i ≡ EnvhF6 , Alc i for any Alc ∈ Alc .
Proof. Trivial as Alc does not communicate with the memory M or Su∗ .
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Corollary 4. Any coherent adversary against the hybrid model can be transformed to an equivalent
coherent limited control adversary against the same protocol in F6 for hiding and modification aware
storage domains and for well-formed protocols that are in a canonical form and use meaningful
transparent local operations.
Proof. We work with a coherent adversary which works well as a generic adversary
(Lemma 1). In Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, we show that if a protocol is robust against
malformed inputs then any generic adversary is equivalent to semi-simplistic adversary. In
Lemma 3 and Theorem 4, we show equivalence of semi-simplistic and lazy semi-simplistic
adversary if all functionalities have tight scheduling and the protocol is secure against rushing. In Theorem 6 and Corollary 2 we conclude that it is sufficient to consider only simplistic
adversaries when running well-formed programs. We then show that we can separate the
value and share memories (Theorems 8 and 9), limit their interactions (Theorems 10 and 11).
Assuming output isolation we continue the simplifications in Lemmas 8–10 to move from
real shares to simulated shares. Finally, in Lemma 11 we conclude that it suffices to consider
the limited control execution model.
3.3.6. From Limited Control to the Hybrid Model
Lemma 12. Any coherent limited control adversary against F6 can be transformed to an equivalent
coherent simplistic adversary against the same protocol in F0 for storage domains with limited
control and negligible extraction failure, and for well-formed protocols that are in a canonical form
and use meaningful transparent local operations.
Proof. Theorems 8, 10 and 11 guarantee that F0 , F1 , F2 and F3 are observationally equivalent for any adversary for well-formed protocol specification in a canonical form, using
meaningful local functionalities and storage with negligible extraction failure. However,
for F3 to F6 we modified the adversary and have to consider how any coherent adversary
against F6 can be transformed to a simplistic coherent adversary against F3 .
Consider the adaptor machine that connects to the abstract adversary that only interacts with M0 and does clocking. If the protocol in it is using a storage domain with limited
access, then all modifications to the values M0 can be translated to the values of the shares
in M in F3 . Note that by definition the new adversary against F3 reads only the values
that are modified from the memory and only uses them to compute the modification. If the
extraction has negligible failure then the values in M0 are the same in F3 and F6 after this
change. The added memory M and changed interaction with Πe do not change the view
of the adversary or the values returned to Πe .
Corollary 5. For all coherent limited control adversaries Alc against the protocol Π∗ in F6 there
exists a hybrid adversary φ∗ (Alc ) such that EnvhΠ∗ , Alc i ≡ EnvhΠ, φ∗ (Alc )i if the protocols are
secure against rushing and malformed inputs, have well-formed specification, are in a canonical
form, use meaningful local operations for deterministic functionalities, use storage domains with
limited access and negligible extraction failure.
Proof. Semi-simplistic and lazy semi-simplistic adversary is equivalent to the generic
adversary as shown in Corollary 1 and Theorem 4 for protocols secure against rushing.
Simplistic adversaries can be transformed to equivalent lazy semi-simplistic adversaries
for the same well-formed protocol in the respective protocol description as shown in
Theorem 7. Theorem 8 shows that storing values in M in aligned manner can be reversed
to any memory layout and Gi can be merged to the interpreters. Lemma 12 shows that any
limited control adversary can be transformed to equivalent simplistic adversary for the
canonical protocol. Therefore, we have shown that any limited control adversary can be
transformed to an equivalent adversary in the hybrid protocol.
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3.4. Abstract Model
Results from previous sections allow us to consider an execution model where the
environment interacts with a system consisting of interpreters I1 , . . . , In , a semi-protected
0 and F , . . . , F for
memory module M0 , a library of idealised functionalities G10 , . . . , Gm
1
k
+
+
local and global operations and modules Ru and Su for storing and fetching values from
the memory M0 . The environment for the protocol in question consists of the rest of the
computation represented by Πe and outer Envo representing the rest of the world as in
Figure 12. The left-hand side of the figure is completely stated in terms of abstract memory
and public parameters whereas the right-hand side, especially Πe is still a complex network
of nodes exchanging shares.
In Appendix C, we discuss further means to simplify the collection F6 for many cases
where the adversary does not really need individual buffers to clock each input and output
of F p . For example, this is allowed in the usual case where the order and execution of F p
is sequential within one protocol instance. These simplifications would also carry over to
the abstract execution model.
3.4.1. Abstract Execution Environment
Consider a restricted class of environments Er where the inner environment Πe is
trivial, i.e., parent parties Pi∗ just forward inputs and outputs between Envabs and the
protocol Π that we are considering. Each instance of Πe runs only a single instance of Π.
All inputs provided by Envo are first shared in Πe using Sδ for the protection domain where
+
these values are and then reconstructed by R+
u in Π. The output of Su is reconstructed by
the relevant reconstruction functionality Rδ in Πe before it reaches Envo . Therefore, the
main component of Envr is Envo and Πe is almost invisible.
For adversaries that do not read the state of corrupted parent nodes Pi∗ , we can
simplify Πe to F7 as depicted in Figure 13. Machines Oin and Oout handle protocol inputs
and outputs. Buffers between Oin and Oout allow instant sharing of their states. In F6 ,
Ii interacts with Su+ only when it executes D MA C ALL or S END instructions. As there is
only one instance of Π for each instance of Πe , we modify the interpreter Ii in F7 so that it
would send a message to Oout . As the buffer is clocked by the adversary, the interpreter
does not lose control and can carry out as usual. By definition the interpreter Ii expects an
input from R+
u to launch a new protocol instance or as a reply to a D MA C ALL instruction.
In F7 , the machine Oin sends the corresponding inputs. No changes are made to Envo that
still submits and receives plain values.
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Figure 13. Abstract execution model for two-party protocols, F7 .

Machines Oin and Oout simulate the inner environment Πe with instant clocking.
The machine Oout collects incoming instructions and forwards D MA C ALL to Oin who
immediately gives the control back. After that Oout treats the instruction as a message from
Su+ and simulates the reactions of Pi∗ and Rδ . When Rδ releases some values s0 [t, δ, `],
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then Oout fetches them from the memory and sends to Envo . The machine Oin simulates
the actions of Sδ , Pi∗ and R+
u . Based on the inputs from Oout , it knows what messages
interpreters I1 , . . . , In expect and thus can assign correct memory locations to all messages
+
sent to R+
u . When some message arrives to Ru , Oin writes corresponding values to
M0 and forwards the response of R+
u to the correct interpreter. Fast clocking inside the
simulation guarantees that Oin creates responses no later than in F6 , and Oout writes the
outputs to Envo as soon as all release instructions have arrived. As the adversary A clocks
the buffer, A can reorder and delay protocol inputs exactly the same way as in F6 .
Lemma 13. Let A be the class of adversaries against the collection F6 that do not observe the state
of corrupted parent nodes. Let A∗ be the class of adversaries against F7 and Π∗ be the protocol.
Then there exist transformations φ and φ∗ such that

∀Env ∈ Er :
∀Env ∈ Er :

∀A ∈ A :
∀A∗ ∈ A∗ :

EnvhΠ∗ , Ai ≡ Env∗ hΠ∗ , φ(A)i

Env∗ hΠ∗ , A∗ i ≡ EnvhΠ∗ , φ∗ (A∗ )i

where Env is the restricted environment in F6 and Env∗ is the corresponding environment in F7
that contain the same Envo .
Proof. First, convert the adversary A against F6 to the adversary A∗ against F7 . W.l.o.g. we
can assume that the original adversary A immediately clocks buffers from Pi∗ to R+
u as
this alters only in which order values will be reconstructed. The adversary A can correct
the ordering and timing by clocking the leaky buffer between Rδ and Envr . For the same
reason, we can assume that A immediately clocks buffers from Su+ to Pi∗ .
As adversary A∗ clocks buffers from Ii to Oout instead of buffers from Su+ to Pi∗ and
buffers from Oin to Ii instead of buffers from Pi∗ to R+
u then machines Oout and Oin carry
out a perfect simulation. The claim follows as the transformation is reversible.
In practical deployments, protocol inputs may come from different input parties.
However, as we cannot rule out coalitions between input parties, we must include the class
Er into the set of potential environment E. Consequently, we have established that protocol
can be secure only if it is secure in the abstract execution model defined as follows.
Definition 25. Abstract execution environment Envabs for a protocol Π∗ is defined as the collection
of Oin , Oout and Envo in F7 . Let Eabs denote the set of all abstract environments.
Abstract execution environment is very close to the minimal attack model. The
adversary A gets setup information of the corrupted parties and learns the values of
protocol inputs and outputs. Adversary A can also read and write some values in M0 and
interact with ideal functionalities F1 , . . . , Fk if there is corresponding interface. Finally,
the adversary can influence the order of execution by clocking leaky buffers between the
interpreters and other machines. Depending on the environment the adversary can learn
additional information about protocol inputs and outputs but nothing more.
Definition 26. An environment class E is embeddable into the abstract model for the class of
adversaries A if there exist transformations φ : A → A∗ and ψ : E → Eabs such that

∀Env ∈ E :

∀A ∈ A :

EnvhΠ∗ , Ai ≡ ψ(Env)hΠ∗ , φ(A)i .

For most protection domains, it is quite easy albeit highly tiresome to prove that
relevant environment classes are embeddable into the abstract model. In fact, we have
used similar assumptions in Section 3.3 as the simulatability of the Πe .
For embedding, we need to push all interactions between A and Πe to Envo . The
modified adversary φ(A) internally runs A and forwards all queries for Πe to Envo that
internally simulates Πe to provide correct responses. If all parameters generated by the
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setup F4 are public, then Envo can just redo all computations in Πe . There is a small caveat
as Env learns protocol outputs when all parties have sent them to R. Thus, Envo must
simulate initial shares of corrupted parties without knowing the secrets. The latter implies
that storage domains for the protocol Πe outputs must be hiding.
Similar simulation is possible for protocols with private setup parameters as long
as Envabs can simulate interactions with Πe knowing only protocol outputs and public
parameters generated by F4 . In particular, note that the generic inner environment Πe is a
protocol for which all inputs are generated by Sδ inside Πe and Su+ in Π∗ and all outputs
∗
are processed by Rδ when given to Env and R+
u when given to Π . By placing the same
restrictions to Πe as to Π we can carry put exactly the same simplification operations as
we did to arrive to Π∗ from Π. As modification extractor and share simulator use only
the public and corrupted parties parameters, the modified environment does not need
parameters it cannot get.
3.4.2. Security in the Abstract Model
Throughout the paper we have transformed the initial protocol Π to the same protocol
Π∗ in the abstract execution environment. We call Π∗ the abstraction of Π.
Definition 27 (Security in the abstract world). Let Π1 and Π2 be protocols and Π1∗ and Π2∗ their
abstractions. Let A1∗ and A2∗ be the abstractions of classes of adversaries A1 and A2 against original
protocols. Then, Π1 is as secure as Π2 in the abstract model if there exists a function ρ∗ : A1∗ → A2∗
such that Envabs hΠ1∗ , A1∗ i ≡ Envabs hΠ2∗ , ρ∗ (A1∗ )i for all A ∈ A1∗ and Envabs ∈ Eabs .
By definition, security can be defined with respect to any other protocol Π2 . In practice,
our goal is to prove that the protocol Π is as secure as some canonical ideal functionality F0 .
The simplifications from hybrid execution model to the abstract model can be applied to all
protocols ΠhF1 , . . . , F2 i. Similarly, they could be done for Π0 hF0 i for the protocol Π0 that
only calls F0 once per instance and returns all results to Πe . Note that Π0 is output-isolated
and the transformation is allowed as long as F0 satisfies the rules we have set for the
canonical ideal functionalities inside the protection domain.
In the context of Section 2.3, our current transformations define φ1 and the same φ1 can
be applied to adversaries against Π0 hF0 i. Therefore, in order to prove that ΠhF1 , . . . , F2 i is
as secure as Π0 hF0 i we can use φ1 for both A1 and A2 . In order to prove that ΠhF1 , . . . , F2 i
is as secure as F0 we would need a similar transformation φ2 . However, note that for
coherent adversaries the functionality F0 is equivalent to Π0 hF0 i, the details of this can
be found in Appendix B. The main intuition is that Π0 hF0 i has also the machines of the
parties but coherent adversary corrupts them coherently with the parties in Πe and does
not gain any access that it does not have to just the F0 machine. Hence, combining the
equivalence of F0 and Π0 hF0 i with φ1 forms the required transformation φ2 . It remains to
argue that the security in the abstract model indeed suffices for the security in the hybrid
execution model. The following theorem achieves this by putting the results of this paper
into the relevant context.
Theorem 13. Let F0 be ideal functionality and Π is a protocol constructed on top of a hybrid protection domain F1 , . . . , Fk with canonical (Definition 5) F p with tight scheduling (Definition 12),
meaningful (Definition 6) and transparent (Definition 23) local functionalities. The storage domains
in the protection domain are hiding (Definition 2), modification-aware (Definition 3) and have
limited control (Definition 4). If the protocol Π satisfies all abstraction assumptions:
•
•
•
•

is well-formed (Definition 18) and in a canonical form (Definition 21),
is robust against malformed inputs (Definition 14),
is secure against rushing (Definition 16),
is output-isolated (Definition 24)

and the environment class E is embeddable into Eabs for the class of adversaries A and Envabs ∈ E
then security in the abstract model is necessary and sufficient for security in the hybrid model.
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Proof. N ECESSITY. Trivial Πe that just forwards the inputs and outputs to and from Π
and Env has to be a valid protocol. Therefore, Eabs is a valid class of adversaries against Π
as they are formed by the trivial Πe and a generic adversary in E. If Envabs ∈ E then by
security definition, the protocol must be secure against Eabs among all other environments
and from Corollary 4 the protocol running with environment in Eabs in the hybrid model
can be transformed to the abstract model.
S UFFICIENCY. Sufficiency in the abstract model results from the reversability of
the series of transformations we have made from the hybrid to the abstract world. If
all environments of interest are embeddable, then we can apply Lemma 13 showing
equivalence of the abstract execution model and the limited control model. The rest of the
sufficiency follows from Corollary 5 showing that we can move from limited control model
to the hybrid model. Hence, in total a security proof in the abstract model can be translated
to a security argument of the same protocol in the hybrid model.
4. Discussion
With the transformations in Section 3 we have established the required transformations
φ1 , φ2 and ψ from Section 2.3 and shown their semi-inverses. Therefore, we have shown
the abstract execution model and that it suffices to prove security in the abstract model
when making a series of assumptions about the protection domain and the protocol.
On the side of the protection domain, we assume that all ideal functionalities are
in a canonical form (Definition 5) and have tight scheduling (Definition 12), local functionalities are meaningful (Definition 6) and transparent (Definition 23), secure storage
domains are hiding (Definition 2), modification-aware (Definition 3) and have limited
control (Definition 4). These are mostly reasonable properties, however, they should be
explicitly shown for the protection domain (the framework for programmable MPC) that is
used. On the other hand, one can simply assume these properties as the requirements of
their new algorithm for secure computation. If no other preconditions are made, then the
algorithm can be securely implemented on any framework meeting these requirements.
However, note that often it is reasonable to make additional requirements for the protection
domain, for example, to specify the data types for which the algorithm works.
On the protocol side, we assume that it is well-formed (Definition 18) and in a canonical
form (Definition 21), robust against malformed inputs (Definition 14), secure against
rushing (Definition 16) and output-isolated (Definition 24). We have argued that some
of these are natural or easily achievable requirements of the protocol or the concrete
protocol implementation. Security against rushing is achievable for protocols where some
honest party is always included in the subprotocols (Theorem 5). The main open question
is the output isolation, which we have shown to hold for several special cases but for
some protocols this property should be proven in addition to the security proof in the
abstract model. Nevertheless, we have shown that secure protocols are output isolated
(Theorem 12), thus such a proof must exist for all protocols both in order to use our
framework as well as to prove security at all. In addition, most primitive functionalities
return outputs as soon as they are computed and are therefore always output-isolated
(Lemma 5).
We can consider the proposed sorting algorithm in Algorithm 2 as a concrete example
of these properties and their use. This algorithm assumes that we have a protection domain
that can shuffle values, compute comparisons and publish values. We expect all these
to be represented as some canonical ideal functionalities. A common way to read this
protocol is that parties execute these operations together. We also expect that the parties
only start the computations once they have the input values and that they only write the
outputs of the computations to the derived variables. In addition, they continue with
the next instruction only when they have completed the previous one. Therefore, when
reading this protocol description we already assume it to be executed so that it is wellformed. It is also in a canonical form because the conditional decision in the output is
done based on a public value and we can assume that the implementation assures that
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the memory is aligned. We do not usually think of robustness against malformed inputs,
however, we indirectly assume that the inputs are correct and all errors from incorrect
formats are handled by the computation implementation outside the algorithm itself. In
secure multiparty computation, we are concerned with cases where some participant is
honest, thus we also achieve security against rushing when executing this algorithm. The
main problem with this algorithm is output isolation. It is not immediately clear that it is
output isolated since the values [[k]] and [[m]] are computed several steps before they are
returned. Hence, we should either modify the algorithm to include a step to re-randomise
the secure representation of the values right before returning them or prove output-isolation
independently.
The abstract model is quite restricted, the adversary can manage the timing of the
ideal functionalities F p used by the protocol Π as well as the input and output timing
of Π. In addition, the adversary has access to the corrupted parties values in M0 and
other access depending on the storage domain. For reasonable schemes, either we consider
a passive adversary that does not modify M0 or we use a robust or verifiable scheme
that ensures that the adversary has limited control over the shared values as long as the
set of corrupted parties satisfies the bounds set by the storage domain. Therefore, this
satisfies the part of the intuition that in security proofs of the protocol, the focus should
be on the values that are made available to any party and can therefore also be seen by
the adversary corrupting that party. Note that this also means that, in fact, the part of the
protocol that needs to be analysed is the semantics of the published values and not really
the cryptographic properties of the secure computation framework where the protocol is
executed. One could say that we are left with security proofs without any cryptography.
If the protocol has one round, e.g., it receives some inputs and then gives outputs and
finishes its work like common for protocols implementing arithmetic operations, then they
are usually output-isolated. If, in addition, the execution of subprotocols in one instance of
the protocol has sequential scheduling then the adversary can not alter the order in which
the values are published. Therefore, being able to simulate all visible values is sufficient.
Note that most protocols for secure computation fall into this category and, therefore, the
intuitive proofs are easy to carry to formal proofs. However, if the scheduling is concurrent
or there are many rounds, then at the very least the values should be simulated within the
rounds in which they are computed and their order may depend on the scheduling. More
details might be required depending on the model.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
MDPI
MPC
ABB
RSIM
UC
[[ x ]]
Env
E
A
A
Π
Πe
P
Pi
Ii
Zi
F4
Fp
F pd
Fio
G p,i
G p0
S
R
TS
TR
TM
E
L
L∗
M
M0
s
gs
s0
m
φ
ψ
ρ
δ
Aδ
δ

⊥
Fi

Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
Secure multiparty computation
Arithmetic black box
Reactive simulatability
Universal composability
Secret sharing of value x
Environment
Class of environments
Adversary
Class of adversaries
Protocol
Inner environment representing computations in the secure computation framework
Class of protocols
Protocol participant i
Code interpreter of Pi
Corruption manager for Pi
Secure setup functionality
Ideal functionality
Ideal functionality of a protection domain
Input–output functionality
Local functionality p for Pi
Local functionality on values
Secret sharing functionality
Reconstruction functionality
Machine inside F p that manages timing of S
Machine inside F p that manages timing of S
Machine inside F p that manages access to M
Extractor
Storage of values in a storage domain
Storage of shares in a storage domain
Memory
Memory holding only values
Internal state of the protocol participant
Global state combining s of all participants
State kept in M0
Protocol message
Transformations of the adversary
Transformations of the environment
Transformation defined in the security proof
Storage domain called δ
Adversary structure for storage domain δ
Modification operator in storage domain δ
Failure symbol denoting invalid values
Configuration i

Appendix A. Buffers Leaking Message Annotations
We specify leaky buffers using standard RSIM components. The hearth of the construction is a tag leaking machine T and three buffers for input, output and leakage, see
Figure A1. The machine T accepts pairs of strings as inputs. When T receives (m, t) from
the buffer b1 , the pair (m, t) is written to an output buffer b2 and the annotation t is written
to the sender-clocked buffer b3 . There are two ports for clocking the leaky buffer. The first
port clk1 determines when the annotation arrives to b3 . The second port clk2 controls when
and in which order message pairs (m, t) are written to the port out.
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Figure A1. Collection implementing a leaky buffer and the corresponding notation.

Appendix B. Two Ways to Specify Ideal Functionalities
Two equivalent ways to depict ideal functionality are given in Figure A2. Commonly,
one specifies the ideal functionality as a single machine F0 . Alternatively, we can specify
the ideal functionality as a special case of the hybrid protocol execution from Section 3.1.1
with just one ideal functionality The environment provides inputs to parties P1 , . . . , Pn
who forward these directly to F0 . Whenever F0 sends a message to Pi , it forwards it to the
environment. Let F1 and F2 denote the these alternative configurations.
Πe

F4

F0
A

(a) F1

Πe

F4

P1

A

Πe

F4

Πe

F0
A

F4

P2

A

(b) F2

Figure A2. Two alternatives for specifying ideal functionality.

Lemma A1. For coherent adversaries configurations F1 and F2 in Figure A2 are equivalent.
Proof. In both configurations, F0 gets exactly the same inputs including tags and the
adversary controls when F0 receives its inputs. However, the message travels through two
leaky buffers in the configuration F2 instead of one in F1 . Adaptation of an adversary A1
from F1 to F2 is straightforward. The new adversary clocks buffers between Pi and F0 as
soon as possible and then clocks buffers to Π∗ the same as A1 .
It is straightforward to simulate clocking for A2 in F1 . However, in F1 there is no way
to corrupt the party directly in F0 . For coherent adversary corrupting Pi in F2 also means
corrupting Pi∗ in Π∗ , hence any modifications can be done in Pi∗ in F1 .
Appendix C. Combined Interpreter with Simplified Clocking
The new memory-isolated model makes many clocking signals redundant. Adversarial control over buffer clocking is necessary only if this allows to control the execution
order for the protocols or provides a time slot to carry out adversarial actions. Therefore,
we simplify the model further by replacing all interpreters Ii with a joint interpreter I
that combines some buffers. The simplest construction is such where the interpreter I
is just a collection of interpreters Ii . For most protocol specifications, this model can be
further simplified to the configuration depicted in the left of Figure A3 and most sequential
protocol specifications to the configuration depicted on the right.
As the original F p contains modules TR and TS which combine and broadcast
D MA C ALL-s and potentially interact with the adversary, we can extract machines C p
and D p which only combine or broadcast D MA C ALL-s. We push these into the interpreter
I . The use of sender clocked buffers forces us to add dummy buffers for passing control
from C p to Ii and from Ii to D p . However, the corresponding changes are straightforward
and guarantee equivalence for passive adversaries who ignore leaks.
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(a) Introducing Ci
(b) Introducing Di
Figure A3. Joining the interpreters by merging outgoing and incoming buffers.

In many cases, the adversary can simulate the leaks of bi,p and mimic the effect of
multiple clockings with a single buffer. The adversary must always know what is the next
D MA C ALL when Ii receives an input and when C p inside F p is going to start a new round
of computations. This is clearly true for sequential protocol implementations, but it also
holds for many concurrent implementations. We can introduce D p if we additionally show
that the outcome of the execution cannot be influenced by clockings of ci,p . This is evident
for sequential protocol implementations, as only a single subprotocol instance is active at
all times and thus delays in clockings just pause the protocol execution.
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